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Overflow Audience Attends 151 st Commencement
As 386 Men And Women Receive Bachelor Degrees
Facing a barrage of clicking and
whirring cameras and the outstretched
hands of well-wishers, 386 men and
women of the graduating Class of 1977
walked in procession through the
Downes Memorial arch on their way to
receive degrees at the College's 151st
Commencement. Before the watchful
statuary eyes of Bishop Brownell, 265
men and 121 women received bachelor
degrees. The Bachelor of Arts degree
was conferred upon 291 students and
the Bachelor of Science degree was
awarded to 95. This year's graduates
hailed from 26 states and the District"of
Columbia, as well as four foreign
countries. Nearly 4,000 spectators
were on hand.
The Master of Arts degree was
conferred upon 69 students and the
Master of Science degree was awarded
to two. Masters degrees were given in
economics, education, English, French,
history ,
Latin,
mathematics,
philosophy and political science.
Masters recipients had received their
bachelor degrees from institutions in 13
states and the District of Columbia.
Departing from the tradition of
recent years, Trinity's ceremonies
included a Commencement speaker,
the respected news commentator and
ABC anchorman Harry Reasoner
whose pungent and witty comments on
current affairs drew laughter and
applause. He told the graduates to
"cheer up, things could be worse and
they probably will be."
The Right Reverend Frank S.
Cerveny, Bishop , of the Episcopal
Diocese of Florida, Trinity '55,

SPRAWLING audience responded appreciatively
Commencement Speaker Reasoner's wry remarks.
delivered the Baccalaureate Address in
the morning.
Honorary degree recipients were
Carlyle F. Barnes, chairman of the
executive committee of Barnes Group,
Inc., Bristol, Connecticut; The Right
Reverend FrankS. Cerveny, Bishop of
the Episcopal Diocese of Florida; Ella
T. Grasso, 83rd governor of
Connecticut; Sister Mary Consolata
O'Connor, president of Saint Joseph
College, West Hartford, Connecticut;
Harry Reasoner, ABC news correspondent; S. Dillon Ripley, secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.; and Ousman A.
Sallah '65, ambassador extraordinary
and plenipotentiary to the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia from The Gambia.
Valedictorian was Andrew H.
Friedman of Stamford, Connecticut,

George Will '62 Wins Pulitzer Prize
One of the most prestigious prizes in
American journalism was awarded to
syndicated newspaper columnist,
Newsweek columnist, political talkshow panelist on Agronsky and
Company, former political science
professor and Trinity graduate '62 George F. Will. He won the prize for
commentary and specifically for his
twice weekly column which appears in
250 daily newspapers. The column
originates in The Washington Post and
has been syndicated since 1974.
The award committe-e said- that his
columns contained "the freshest
political analysis to appear in years"
and commended him for bringing
"scholarship and wry humor" to his
political analyses.
At Trinity, Will was editor-in-chief
of the Tripod and class secretarytreasurer. A former professor at
Michigan State and the Universities of
Illinois and Toronto, Will was cited in

to

PRESIDENT Lockwood confers the honorary degree upon
Connecticut Governor Ella Grasso.

who received the B.A. degree Optimus
with majors in mathematics and
economics. Friedman is a Phi Beta
Kappa and has been a President's
Fellow. He has received honors in
general scholarship and departmental
honors in mathematics and economics.
Donald S. Berry of Danielson,
Connecticut, was Salutatorian. A
political science major with honors in
general scholarship, Berry also
received departmental honors in
political science.
Ten other graduates also received
honors in general scholarship. They
are Jane Annunziata of Branford,
Connecticut; Louis J. Aronne of
Brooklyn, New York, also with departmental honors in biochemistry;
Virginia H. Bartot of Falls Village,
(continued page 2)

1974 by Time magazine as one of the
"200 young leaders in America." Said
Time, he "skewers his victims with
sharp erudition and marinates them in
martini-dry wit."
After graduating from Trinity with
honors in religion, Will went on to
Oxford for the BA (1964) and then to
Princeton for the MA (1966) and Ph.D.
(1968).
Will returned to Trinity in 1975 to
address the annual Business, Industry
and Government Dinner. He told the
guests that he regarded journalism in
the same way that the late Chancellor
Otto Von Bismarck regarded laws and
sausages.
"If you want to retain your respect
for laws and sausages," Will quoted
Bismarck, .;'you don't want to know
very mud{ about how either is made."
In 1974 Trinity honored Will with
the Alumni Achievement Award.
An interview with Will, in which he
ranges from education to the Chicago
Cubs, will appear in the Fall issue.

NEWSMAN Harry Reasoner received
degree for wit, concern, insight.

VETERAN of 25 Commencement
concerts, Foot Guardsman Eugene
Anderle arrives early to check
arrangements.
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Connecticut, also with departmental
honors in psychology and sociology;
Kenneth N.
Goldenberg of
Meadowbrook, Pennsylvania, also
with departmental honors in
intercultural studies; Ross A. Lewin of
Highland Park, Illinois; David N.
Marks of Middletown, Connecticut,
also with departmental honors in
chemistry; Paula L. Sahakian of
Wellesley, Massachusetts, also with
departmental honors in psychology;
Martha F. Stingel of · Manchester,
Connecticut; Mark D. Strickland of
Windsor, Connecticut, also with
departmental honors in psychology;
and Charles K. Yaros of Middle
Haddam, Connecticut, also with
departmental honors in economics.
A total of 65 students graduated
with departmental honors in their
respective major areas of study.
Two members of the Class of '77 are
the second and third students to

VALEDICTORIAN Andrew Friedman
and Salutatorian Donald Berry pose
before joining the procession.
graduate in Trinity's innovative
Individualized Degree Program in
which students study independently at
their own pace. Charles H. Ericson, a
psychology major from Wethersfield,
Connecticut, plans to attend Andover
Newton Theology School.
Mrs. Virginia H. Bartot of Falls
Village, Connecticut, the second lOP
student to graduate this year, is one of
the most honored students in the class.
The mother of four, Mrs. Bartot has
been a President's Fellow, has received

Trinity Junior
Erects Major
Steel Sculpture
On Campus Site
Alumni visiting the campus during
the next few months will see a huge,
Calder-like sculpture, made of
structural steel, rising 24 feet and
weighing a ton, on the brow of the hill
between the Austin Arts Center and
the Mather Campus Center.
The work is the creation of junior
Woolsey Johnson of New York City,
one of the "new breed" students who
left Trinity in 1969 to, among other
things, work on the trans-Alaska
pipeline, engage in construction
projects in Illinois, drive a cement
truck and study at the Evanston Art
Center. He returned to Trinity in 1974
as a pre-law student, but changed to a
studio arts major because, as he puts it,
"I had grown away from · library
studies and legal-type research and this
manifested itself in my grades."

departmental honors in psychology
and sociology as well as honors in
general scholarship. She has also
received the prestigious Terry
Fellowship for graduate study in
sociology, and she and her husband are
currently making plans to move to
Illinois where she will attend the
graduate school of the University of
Chicago.
Trinity also graduated twins this
year. Alan and Carol Plough,
engineering and French majors from
Wrightstown, Pennsylvania, received
their diplomas while their sister,
Frances, a freshman at Trinity, looked
on.
Trinity's graduating seniors will
move into all the traditional
professions and occupations, many
will attend graduate schools as will
Andrew M . Paalborg, an American
Studies major of Elkins Park,
Pennsylvania, who will be enrolling at
Cambridge or Oxford, England.
Physics major David I. Greenspan of
Narberth, Pennsylvania is getting
ready to assume his duties as crew
coach at Connecticut College. Urban
Studies majors Alyson B. Henning of
Greenwich, Connecticut and Gwynne
MacColl of Portland, Oregon will be
working in Hartford preparing a
guidebook for the City. Joseph H.
Kluger of Fairlawn, New Jersey will
enter New York University where he
will be working for an M.A. degree in
arts administration, an unusual degree
which will qualify him for a career in
managing organizations involved with
the arts.
Tracey M. Wilson, an Intercultural
Studies major from
Granby,
Connecticut, will travel to a rural
village in Africa where she will live in a
work-camp and perform manual labor
on projects ranging from mixing
cement to digging foundations. She
will be working with seven other
American students and about an equal
number of African students. Upon
return, she plans to teach at the high
school level.
And that was Commencement '77.
After four years a brief cerem6ny, a
brief speech, brief interludes of sun and
showers, and then a short final stroll
toward the Long Walk to the strains of
the Recessional.

The sculpiiire is Johnson's spring
project. Why such a monumentai hulk
of slowly rusting steel? "Partly to
create art," he says, "but also to
-familiarize
myself
with
the
bureaucratic and technical aspects of
erecting a large, outdoor sculpture."
Johnson's project required the
cooperation of several dozen
organizations. After receiving permission from President Lockwood's
office for use of the site, he then visited
national companies with Hartford
offices as well as Hartford-based firms
to ask for free or nearly free use of
materials and services. Among them
were American Can Company, ·N ational Welding and Manufacturing,
R.C. Knox Insurance Company,
Bethlehem Steel, Shepard Steel, and
Northeastern Fasteners. The heavy
crane needed to lift the steel beams was
contributed by Stone Enterprises
whose president, James Stone '65,
himself spent nearly a day operating
the crane for the student sculptor.
Putting up the structural beams
would require two volunteer helpers,
Johnson thought. Fortunately, there
were extra hard hats on hand, because

Tracey Wilson '77 Goes To Africa
Except for her precise destination
early in July, Tracey M. Wilson '77,
daughter of William M. Wilson '49 of
Granby, Connecticut, is a graduate
who knows where she is headed. At
publication time, Tracey knew she was
scheduled for eight weeks of manual
labor in Africa, but where in Africa
had not been pinpointed. The Gambia,
she thought, was very possible and
with that in mind she had a brief talk
with Ousman A . Sallah, Trinity '65 at
the College Commencement.
Sallah, who is Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary from
The Republic of The Gambia to
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with
concurrent accreditation to the Arab
Republic of Egypt, The Imperial Court
of Iran, Ethiopia, Kuwait and the
United Arab Emirates, was on campus
to receive the Honorary Doctor of
Laws Degree.
Tracey believes in being prepared.
At Trinity she has majored in
Intercultural Studies with concentration on Africa. Her senior
project was in the area of African
history and culture. She has a teaching
certificate and she plans to teach at the
high school level.
Her extra curricular training for her
career began a long while ago. She has
worked in five local schools tutoring
high school students. After two years
at Trinity she joined a program called
ABC near Syracuse, N.Y. where she
tutored inner-city high school students.
Returning to Trinity, she became a
student teacher and then a tutor at
Quirk Middle School in ·Hartford,
while also working for the Hartford
Community RenewalTeam.
Preparations for the Africa project
began last fall when she launched a
number of personal fundraising drives
to underwrite her expenses. With the
money in hand, she is anxious to
depart for whatever tasks are assigned
to her.
The actual workcamp project will
depend on the needs of the village. She
knows that the project will require
hard physical labor. Whether it is
constructing a pit-silo or a school,
Wilson will be mixing cement, digging

TRACEY WILSON robed, ready ...
foundations, and hauling water four to
six hours a day. She will be working
with seven other American students
and about the same number of African
students .
While there, Wilson will probably
live in facilities without electricity or
running water and she will eat native
foods. The group will share
responsibilities for cooking, washing
dishes and marketing.
Wilson grants that she is not a
construction expert. She says that is
the whole point of the program - to
join the rural villagers as a volunteer
and participant in an effort to improve
the life of a small community and
develop mutual understanding and
respect.
Since
the
program ,
called
"Crossroads Africa," was begun in
1958, more than 4,500 volunteers have
worked in 33 French and Englishspeaking African countries.
Not one to let grass grow under her
feet, two days after graduating, Tracey
Wilson was back at Trinity whiling
away the month until her departure
working on a community internship
project for the College's Office of
Graduate Studies and Community
Education.

MONUMENTAL sculpture being assembled by students was Spring project.
throughout the day and on into the
night, extra volunteers from the everpresent crowd of onlookers were
pressed into service. "It was like a
neighborhood party," says Johnson.

The steel sculpture will remain on
campus at least until next fall. And
Johnson? He'll be back for his senior
year after which he will "go to
graduate school and do sculpture."
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Summer Arts Festival In Full Swing
The "Summerstage" has been set.
And Trinity has come alive just as it
proposed six months ago when the
administration approved plans to
launch an extensive summer arts
festival for the first time in the history
of the College.
Now filling Hartford's summer with
a tasty menu of cultural treats,
TRINITY ALIVE has attracted
hundreds of subscribers to the festival's
centerpiece "Summerstage," dozens of
students to its accredited courses and
workshops in theatre and dance and
looks forward to pleasing many
residents and tourists with its
performance series in music and dance
and children's theatre.
Emery Battis, well-known character
actor from Long Wharf Theatre (New
Haven) and Jarlath Conroy, who most
recently made his Broadway deput
with "Comedians" in New York, have
both been well received by
Summerstage audiences in Anthony
Shaffer's master mystery play
"Sleuth." Unveiling an intricate yet
deadly game of English manners and
murder, director George E. Nichols III,
professor of theatre arts, has welcomed
the opportunity to work with such
outstanding professionals. Both he and
Summerstage artistic director, Roger
D. Shoemaker, assistant professor of
theatre arts, look forward to the
season's other two plays 'Twelfth
Night" which features 10 of
Shakespeare's best drawn comic
characters and "The Oldest Living
Graduate" from "A Texas Trilogy"
written by one of America's leading
new. playwrights, Preston Jones.
Of -particular note in the festival 's
offerings is the innovative dance course
called "Crossings in Dance" which has
been designed by the Director of the
Summer Dance Program Judy Dworin,
assistant professor in Trinity's dance
program. Working with such notables
as Carter McAdams from New York's
Elizabeth Keen Dance Company and
Connie Kreemer, expert instructor,
Dworin's students are exploring
architectural and natural spaces in the
cityscape of Hartford. The dancers are
expected to stop traffic in July when
they stage an improvisational Hartford
"map dance" through downtown.
Students will also benefit from
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Summerstage's professional dance
series when New Haven's Dance
Alliance Company, The Connecticut
Dance Theatre and the Hartford Ballet
come to the Austin Arts Center.
Showcasing other Connecticut
artists and performers, TRINITY
ALIVE is also featuring exhibits in the
Austin Arts Center and a recital series
of jazz, piano and classical guitar.
The publicity generated by Trinity's
new Festival thus far has also resulted
in an increased popularity of the
College's older traditions. Many more
are attending the Carillon Concerts
which began June 15 and will run
through August 24. The Trinity Film
Society's audiences are crowded in the
Life Sciences auditorium and Festival
coordinator Nancy Fletcher expects
similar results in July's popular
Chamber Music Series begun two years
ago by Professor James Bradley as a
Chapel series just previous to the
Carillon Concerts on Wednesday
evenings.
Not only h?s the Festival brought
more people to the campus this
summer, but according to Ivan Backer,
director of graduate studies and
community education, Trinity is also
enjoying greater prominence in the
Hartford community as a performance
and entertainment center as well as an
arts resource center.

Board Selects Two
Term Trustees, One
Charter Trustee
Two term Trustees were named to
the Board at its Commencement
weekend meeting. Mrs. Henry F.
MacLean of Norfolk, Ct. and David L.
Coffin of West Hartford will each serve
an eight-year term.
Mrs. MacLean's election fills a
vacancy created by the move of
Leonard E. Greenberg '48 from term to
charter Trustee. Coffin will fill the post

MacLean

Coffin

of Winthrop Faulkner, whose eightyear term is completed.
Mrs. MacLean is a graduate of the
Westover School and Bryn Mawr
College where she received the B.A.
cum laude. She subsequently was
awarded the M.Ed. from the
University of Hartford and pursued
additional graduate work at Trinity,
St. Joseph College and the University
of Connecticut.
She has taught at Athens College,
Greece, and at the Northwestern

Twenty-Four Hour Marathon Raises Funds
To Establish Women's Athletic Awards
On May 12 and 13 the Jessee Field track
was . the site of the fifth annual Trinity
faculty-student 24-hour marathon relay
race. This year's race was dedicated to a
worthy cause, the Trinity women's athletic
awards fund.
Each runner solicited pledges of money
for each mile he or she personally ran; the
race organizers hoped to raise slightly over
$1,000, so everyone was pleasantly
surprised when the final tally showed a
figure close to twice that amount.
The race began with four ten-person
teams: faculty, male students, female
students, and a combination facultystudent team. The teams ran in relay
fashion with one runner from each team on
the track for a one mile shift at all times
during the 24-hour race period. The actual
race was defined as attempting to amass the
most total miles in 24 hours, and the male
students won in this capacity, totalling 230
1/ 2 miles, the most ever run by a team in
the five year history of the Trinity
marathon.
The faculty team placed second with 223
114 miles run. In 1976 that team ran 221

miles which qualified as a world record for
a college faculty team in a race of this type;
the faculty team set a goal of 222 miles to
surpass its own record and was dedicated
enough to attain that goal.
The third place team was the
combination faculty-student team which
ran 199 miles, while the female students
completed 195 miles. These two teams were
locked in a head-to-head battle for most of
the day and night race, but the women
were just not able to keep up with their
competitors who pulled away slowly in the
final six hours of competition.
History lecturer Mike Lestz was the
rabbit of the entire field of runners. A
member of the faculty team, Mike
completed 23 miles in an average time of
5:16. He also ran the fastest individual mile
of the day with a 4:36 clocking.
In an event of this type, all finishers are
actually winners, and, amazingly, 35 of the
original40 runners were still running at the
finish. A hearty champagne brunch was
provided for the runners immediately
following the competition.
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PRESIDENT LOCKWOOD fires pistol to start 24-hour, fifth annual faculty/student
marathon relay. From left are Trina Abbott '80, faculty members Jane Millspaugh
and Mike Lestz, Eric Fowler '77.

Regional School in Winsted, Ct. A
longtime alumna advisor to President
MacBride at Bryn Mawr, she has also
served on the boards of the Housatonic
Psychiatric Center, the Norfolk
Library, the Connecticut Conservation
Association and the Greenwoods
Scholarship Foundation.
David L. Coffin attended the
Kimball Union Academy, Trinity
College and New England College. He
is Chairman of the Board and chief
executive officer of the Dexter
Corporation, founded in 1767,
Connecticut's oldest manufacturing
company. Mr. Coffin is a direct
descendant of the founder.
He serves on the boards of the
Connecticut
Bank
and
Trust
Company, the Advisory Committee of
the Liberty Mutual Life Insurance
Company, the Institute of Living, the
Wadsworth Atheneum and Kimball
Union Academy. He is also a director
of the Greater Hartford Chapter of the
American National Red Cross.
Leonard E. Greenberg, who
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Trinity
in '48, is chairman of the board of
Coleco Industries, Inc. He joined the
Trinity Board of Trustees in 1972 and
has served on its executive committee,
finance committee and student life and
community relations committees. He
also serves on the board of the
Hartford Jewish Federation and is a
past director of the Toy Manufacturers
Association and the National
Swimming Pool Institute.

Hugh Campbell Named
Endowment Chairman
President Lockwood has announced
that Hugh S. Campbell '32 has
accepted appointment as chairman,
Alumni Committee on Endowment,
effective July 1, succeeding John
Mason '34 who has served since 1973.
Campbell, a Phi Beta Kappa,
received his LLB degree cum laude
from the Hartford College of Law, now
the University of Connecticut Law
School. He retired in 1973 as senior
vice president and general counsel at
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance
Company and is presently counsel to
the law firm of Murtha, Cullina,
Richter and Pinney in Hartford.
Long active for Trinity, Campbell
has served as president of the Alumni
Association and Alumni Trustee. He
received the Alumni Medal of
Excellence in 1957 and in 1976 the
Eigenbrodt Cup. Most recently he
served as regional chairman for
Hartford and Northern Connecticut
for the "Campaign for Trinity Values."
His many community activities include
service as president of the Wadsworth
Atheneum.
The Alumni Committee on
Endowment, formed in 1954, has as its
purpose the encouragement of alumni
and other friends in making gifts of
endowment funds, either outright or
by means of deferred gifts such as
bequests, life income agreements,
trusts, life insurance, etc. As a measure
of the importance of this committee,
bequests received by the College prior
to 1954 were slightly in excess of
$4,000,000; during the decade 19541964, $2,880,366 and for the decade
1964-1974, $6,364,585. Each year since
1974 the amount has been over
$600,000. Each class, as it reaches its
25th Anniversary, has a member
appointed to the committee.
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How Do We Get
There From Here?
By Nonnan Miller.• Professor of Sociology
Now that President Carter has
presented his energy proposal to the
nation, an army of instant experts have
teamed up with the much smaller
number of people who do know
something about the matter to drown
us in a sea of facts, pseudo-facts,
nightmarish graphs and tables. And
the words, the endless words! Now it's
my turn to weigh in with even more
words, but they are those of a nonexpert, and certainly of a non-pundit.
Will the United States survive the
energy crisis? Yes. Will the American
people adjust to all or some of the
demands about to be made on them1
Yes, or at least very likely. But to
elaborate on these answers would be a
mistake, because they are answers to
the wrong questions.
What, after all, does it mean when
you ask if people will put up with some
degree of consumer discomfort? It
implies, among other things, that you
think that less driving, fewer airconditioners, a ban on electric
toothbrushes, etc. will turn the trick. It
implies that if we learn to conserve
energy, all may yet be well. But
consumers play an exceedingly minor
role in primary energy consumption.
The real question is: how do you get an
industrial society to consume less
energy and, as a corollary, how do you
keep that kind of social system going?
Which brings up my second reason
for uneasiness with the way the debate
is shaping up. It appears to be
generally accepted that the only people
whose opinions are worth anything are
the economists and the engineers.
Shades of Veblen and the Technocrats!
Now it happens that - as they say some of my best friends are
economists; but this is simply not their
baby. The problem in the final analysis
is definitely not economic, definitely
not technological. It is political. And
by political, I mean moral. I'll come
back to fhis in a moment.
Let m~ sketch for you some of the
ingredients of .an energy-rational
society. First of all, the disappearance
of that obsolete thing known as the
family car (not to mention that obscene
thing known as the second car; that I
own two will, I hope, be held against
me and not my argument). Second, the
gradual phasing-out of -the suburbs,
and for other reasons as well: Marx,
when he wrote of the "idiocy of rural
.life" couldn't even begin to imagine the
excrescences along Route 44 between
West Hartford and New Hartford.
Third, new uses for the final triumph
of Eisenhower's Forest Lawn mentality,
an Interstate Highway System given
over to bicycles, long-distance relay
races, handball courts, kite flying, and
with no money spent on maintenance.
Fourth, the rebirth of cities and the
building of new cities, possibly
underground.
Attractive? It is to me and I think to
many others. But it is a craven cop-out
all the same. It is just another example
of how readily we are willing to
assume that "some day in the future"
"they" (meaning the engineers, God
help us!) would work out all the
problems. Silly utopias and wise ones
alike are insidious things when they
soothe us with visions of the Golden
Future and take our eyes off the real

exceedingly pessimistic about the
second. My guess is that our
grandchildrer will be slaving away in a
totalitarian society run by generals,
engineers and television writers. But,
despite such a gloomy view, those of us
who believe in humane values have no
other choice than to work for freedom .
And that is what the energy debate
should really be about.
(Reprinted with the permission of The Hartford
Courant)

Community Interns
Share Skills And
Social Concerns
By Tracey Wilson '77

Miller
question: how do we get there from
here?
And how do we get there? Certainly
not via the free market. The kinds of
changes our society requires involve
public policy decisions and such
decisions are not made in the market
place. In any event, that much talkedof free market so dear to the hearts of
Milton Friedman and Charles Schultz
disappeared years ago and forever.
Can post-industrial capitalism do the
job for us? Quite possibly. The giant
corporations by which we are ruled
already have the know-how and of
course the power and can easily
acquire the brains with which to
develop a rational plan for the
transition to an energy-wise society.
What is more, . this may very well be
what we have in store for us. But it is
not a prospect that pleases, and that is
why I said earlier that the real question
is a political and moral one.
Stated
simply,
business
is
undemocratic and antidemocratic. Big
business is very undemocratic and very
antidemocratic. A society run by
monolithic corporations would
resemble - as far as the exercise of real
power is concerned - that of the
Soviet Union. Now this would not be
regrettable because these men are
greedy, stupid or immoral; they are no
more so than other men. It would be
regrettable because the oligarchs of
American business would be as
accountable to the American people as
are their counterparts in the Politburo
to the people of Russia. I say: "would .
be"; in fact, I think that such is already
the case.
The solution? Democratic socialism
of course. Such a society would not
necessarily be run any more efficiently
than one dominated by ITT and
General Motors (although Sweden has
done a pretty fair job and has a higher
standard of living than we do). I speak
out for socialism because it is· the only
conceivable way of retaining and
perfecting democracy, the only way of
moving into the future with the
informed consent of the people, the
only society in which human beings
count. I speak for socialism, in other
words, because I care more than
anything else for the worth and dignity
of each individual and because
democratic socialism is the only
political program I know of that works
toward that end.
Can such a society be built and if so
can it be built in America? I am not
sure about the first and I am

Jennifer Speer worked in a locked
ward at the Institute of Living in
Hartford this past semester for one
course credit. As a voiunteer for eight
hours a week, she provided some 25
patients with a needed commodity social contact with a lay person.
Equally important was the knowledge
she gained about herself through
talking with different kinds of people.
Clement Ogilby earned one course
credit for his work at the Webb-DeaneStevens Museum in Wethersfield. He
combined in-depth research with his
photographic skills to produce a slidelecture presentation of items in the
museum.
Karen Ezekiel felt her work at the
Hartford Legal Aid Society, which
provides legal aid for low income
people, was always meaningful. Her
internship helped her develop
discretion in problem solving as well as
sensitivity to other people's problems.
These are only three of many
examples of ways Trinity students
shared their skills and abilities with the
Hartford region this past semester.
Since its inception in 1971, the
Internship Program in which students
can receive academic credit by
augmenting their classroom learning in
a practical setting, has become an
integral part of the curriculum of many
students.
As an institutionalized' expression
for the student activism bf the late
1960s,
internships
provide
a
constructive avenue for students to
direct their concerns on a wide range of
issues. It is a way to put theory into
practice by extending the learning of
the classroom into a challenging
setting. The reality of social problems
can be dealt with directly while the
student learns how certain agencies
function within and outside of societal
norms. For many, participation in the ·
internship program is a reaction
against the insularity of the academic
world on "The Hill."
To become involved in an offcampus experience, a student must
contact the agency to determine the
number of work hours per week and to
establish work guidelines which will
best benefit the agency and student.
The agency gains tangible assistance
while the student gains insight into the
problems addressed by the
organization through direct client
contact, data gathering, research
projects, special projects for which the
agency has no staff, or perhaps
through_ assisting an administrator or
elected official. When the relationship
has been established with the agency,
the student contacts a faculty member
who will serve as the academic liaison
for the course credit. Academic work
could include weekly sessions with the
professor and/ or written papers. The

J

Office of Community Education assists
students in locating suitable internships
or research opportunities primarily
through its publication of a directory
of internships in the Hartford region.
As a result of the positive
experiences of students who have done
work in the community, the Trinity
Community Action Center (TCAC)
was formed last January and includes
students, faculty , and administrators.
The group sponsored an Internship
Night drawing representatives from
over 70 agencies in the Hartford region
and over 300 students .
Work in the community can take
many forms and be under varied
auspices. Some volunteer, while others
may work for an agency full-time as an
Open Semester for four course credits.
All students in the Urban and
Environmental Studies Department are
required to do at least one internship to
complete their major. The Connecticut
State Internship Program at the State
Capitol in Hartford allows Political
Science majors a chance to work with a
specific legislator. The StudentTeaching Program in the Education
Department provides an eight-week
full-time placement for prospective
teachers in a local secondary school.
Though many complacently say that
students are "apathetic" or "gradegrubbers" in these hard economic
times, increasing numbers of Trinity
students are taking advantage of the
College's urban setting to tackle
problems and share skills in the
Hartford Community. The recent
establishment of a part-time Internship
Coordinator will further the ambitions
of the community-oriented Trinity
people and encourage others to become
involved. Social action did not die at
Trinity with the decade of the 1960sit was transformed irito a new form.

Hartford Club Holds
First Annual Auction
A dusty, country backyard auction
it was not, but the First Annual
Auction held by the Trinity Club of
Hartford in the Music Room in the
home of vicepresident Tom Smith was
an overwhelming success. More than
$2,600 was raised in the one-day affair.
Beginning with an hour-long
cocktail and viewing session, during
which 125 guests inspected an amazing
range of items and services to go under
the gavel, the event climaxed with
professional auctioneer Tom LeClair
asking for first bids.
On the block were 75 lots ranging
from antique furniture to restaurant
gift certificates, works of art, a
chauffeur-driven evening in a Rolls
Royce, a 10-speed bike and a concert
by the Trinity Pipes. Also included
were tickets to home football games,
World Team Tennis, and weeks at
several vacation homes from Cape
Cod to Florida.
Already the Hartford Club is
planning for the Second Annual
Auction. Said Don Reder '69, who
headed up the drive for auctioned
items, "We greatly appreciate the
many businesses and individuals who
contributed generously this year, and
invite all alumni from around the
country who may have vacation
homes or anything else of interest to
offer for next year's auction to get in
touch with me. All donations are, of
course, tax deductible." He can be
reached by phone at (203) 232-7408 or
by writing to 39 Outlook Ave., West
Hartford, CT. 06119.
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1977 HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS- (left to right) George W.B. Starkey,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees; Ella T. Grasso, Governor of the State of
Connecticut, Doctor of Laws; Ousman A. Sallah '65, Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary from The Republic of the Gambia to the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Doctor of Laws; Carlyle F. Barnes, Chairman of the Executive Committee,
Barnes Group, Inc., Doctor of Laws; Sister Mary Consolata O'Connor, President,
Saint Joseph College, Doctor of Humanities; Harry Reasoner, ABC News
Correspondent, Doctor of Laws; S. Dillon Ripley, Secretary, Smithsonian
Institution, Doctor of Science; The Right Reverend Frank S. Cerveny '55, The
Bishop of Florida, Doctor of Divinity; President Lockwood.

Honorary Degree Citations
CARLYLE FULLER BARNES
Educated at Wesleyan University from
which institution you received the
Baccalaureate in 1948, you have
devoted your career to the Associated
Spring Corporation in Bristol, where
you now serve as Chairman of the
Executive Committee after many years
as its president. The director of many
corporations, you have served
numerous educational and CIVIC
organizations with a distinction seldom
matched among the busier people of
this world . You even engineered a
position as Fire Commissioner in
Bristol. You also had the unusual
courage to invite some Trinity students
to your lodge to discuss the thinking
behind the movements of 1968-70. Less
obvious is the connection between
your interest in fishing and the honor
of being a Benjamin Franklin Fellow of
the Royal Society of Arts in England.
But both display the striking range of
interests you bring to life as well as to a
worldwide enterprise. For your contributions to the community and to
business, for your . concern for young
people, it is a privilege to present .. .
Carlyle Fuller Barnes.
THE RIGHT REVEREND FRANK
STANLEY CERVENY - Graduated
from Trinity College in 1955, with
honors in history , you went on to the
General Theological Seminary in New
York before beginning your ministry.
You headed south, first to Miami and
then to Tennessee before settling at St.
John's Cathedral in Jacksonville,
Florida . Since 1974 you have served as
the Sixth Bishop of the Episcopal
Diocese of Florida . Particularly
conspicuous during your service to the
Church has been your effort to
promote understanding among the
races . You closed a black mission in
order to integrate your own parish .
Your interest in education is marked by
your service to the Jacksonville
Episcopal High School and as a trustee
of both the University of the South and
General Theological Seminary . Most
recently you issued a fervent request

for a fair and honest press in opening
the joint session of the House and
Senate of Florida. Although other
prayers may have a greater expectation
of success, your hope for fairness and
your concern for all mankind deserve
the widespread recognition you have
received. It is indeed a privilege for
your Alma Mater to record your
accomplishments and hail your actions
in behalf of humanity and your church
.. . Frank Stanley Cerveny.
ELLA T AMBUSSI GRASSO - Eightythird Governor of the State of
Connecticut, you have been a lifelong
resident of Windsor Locks. A graduate
of Mount Holyoke College, where you
were elected Phi Beta Kappa in your
junior year, you also received an M.A.
in economics and sociology, both fields
of study that no doubt continue to
serve you in your present responsibilities. Your political career
began in 1952 when you were elected
to the General Assembly. Secretary of
State for twelve years, you gained
further recognition when you served
two terms as the U.S. Representative to
Congress from the Sixth District. In
1975 you became the first woman
elected to a governorship. But service
to the Democratic party and to this
State has never prevented you from
helping others, be it the blind,
veterans, opera or educational
institutions. Little wonder that you
have received so many awards,
ranging from the Cystic Fibrosis
Association to professional women's
organizations. An inspiration to
women, a conscientious public
servant, you have shown great courage
in accepting public service. For these
contributions to the citizens of this
state, for your concern for people, it is
a privilege and an honor to present .. .
Ella Tambussi Grasso.
SISTER
MARY
CONSOLATA
O'CONNOR
A native of
Connecticut, you attended the College
you now head. You then proceeded to
Washington, after pausing to teach at

the secondary school level, to complete
your doctorate in history. Saint Joseph
College was keeping an eye on you and
immediately invited you to teach
history. With a versatility few of us
can claim, you also managed to serve,
first, as dean of students, and then as
dean of the faculty while continuing to
teach . Once again your talents so
impressed the institution that you were
elected as president in 1969. In your
quiet but wholly effective manner you
have gained the admiration of your
colleagues and the public by your
stewardship . You have brought that
calm counsel to the assistance of the
Greater Hartford Consortium for
Higher Education as its secretary and
now vice president. The community
recognized your achievements by
honoring you with the Human
Relations Award of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews in
1973. Others of us remain acutely
aware of the leadership you bring to
your many activities and consider it a
most happy occasion that we can
honor you on this occasion . . . Sister
Mary Consolata O'Connor.
SIDNEY DILLON RIPLEY
Graduated from Yale, as a history
major interested in the law, you
decided to do what you really wanted,
to study birds. As a child you had
already travelled to India and walked
in Tibet - and built a duck pond.
Soon you took your Ph.D. at Harvard
and first joined the Smithsonian
Institution in 1942. Maybe
identification of fowl made you the
logical candidate for the OSS in the
Second World War, where you served
in Southeast Asia. Your return to Yale
in 1946 made possible further research
trips to Asia, including (we note
enviously) an expedition to Nepal two
years before it was opened to
Westerners. A prolific writer, the titles
can be misleading The Sacred

Grove, Spiny Babbler, A Paddling of
Ducks, Rails, even The Paradox of the
unless we
Human Condition
remember that you retain an avid
interest in the birdlife of the world. As
eighth Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, since 1964, you have been
convinced that museums are part of the
lifelong education that permits the
individual to extend his personality
and indulge his curiosity. It is a
privilege and an honor to recognize
this distinguished citizen of Litchfield,
Connecticut, educator, ornithologist,
and author ... Sidney Dillon Ripley.
HARRY REASONER - Born in Iowa
and educated at Stanford and the
University of Minnesota, you have
always been a writer and

commentator. You began as a News
Director of a Minneapolis station. You
then moved to New York to work for
CBS in 1956, where seven years later
you became anchorman for the Sunday
News. You remained with that
network, combining news analysis
with documentaries and essays on such
topics as bridges and doors, hotels and
even the English language, that
perennially popular topic. In 1970 you
illustrated the now well-established
practice of switching networks when
you joined ABC News television .
Although the phrase is "anchored ~he
news coverage nightly ," in practice
you have lifted that effort to new
standards of style and comprehensiveness. A sense of humor
combines with a perceptive keenness
that few can match in the business of
explaining both Plains, Georgia, and
the People's Republic of China. Rightly
have you been honored by many
schools of journalism, the Overseas
Press Club, and an Emmy Award for
news broadcasts. For your service to
the media, for your concern that the
people understand the world in which
they live, for your youthful
restlessness, and for your humane
insight, it is a privilege and honor to
present ... Harry Reasoner.
OUSMAN AHMADOU SALLAH Born in Kudang, The Gambia, you
became well-known to this community
when you entered Trinity College in
1961. You caught the eye of the soccer
coach, for good reason since you
became an outstanding "footballer."
You also captured the College by your
academic and leadership qualities. ·
After graduation in 1965 you did
further study at Columbia and the
London School of Economics in
preparation for the career in which you
have risen so rapidly. From an
Assistant Secretary you rose to be
Head of the Chancery for The
Gambian High Commission in
London. By 1973 you were Deputy
Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of
External Affairs for The Gambia. Most
recently you have become an
Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary to 5 countries. No
wonder mail has trouble finding you.
Throughout this career you have
retained a sensitivity to the hopes
embodied in the United Nations.
Certainly your experience has
effectively linked the concerns of three
continents at a time when understanding is so desperately needed. For
the honor you have brought to this
College and for the exemplary service
you have provided your country, it is a
privilege to present this son of Trinity.

CLASS OF '27 at dinner welcoming them to "Immortals." Front row: Jim Cahill,
Andy Forrester, Howard Manniere, Win Segur; rear, Stan Bell, Herb Miner, Joe
Bash our, Bob Condit, Frank Bloodgood, Frank Conran.
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Fall Semester Among The Ticos
By Valerie McKee '77

On September 5, 1976, I joined 20
other students at the Miami
International Airport en route to the
Costa Rican capital of San Jose. With
the exception of a female student from
Bowdoin College and myself, all were
from the Midwest, spending a semester
abroad under the auspices of the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest.
Other Trinity students have regularly
participated in the past, however, and
the director of the program is Dr.
Ridgway Satterthwaite '58.
I first became interested in Costa
Rica, its social and political structures,
while preparing a research paper for a
Trinity seminar. Among other
considerations, it struck me that Costa
Rica's small size would enable me to
travel and absorb the culture more
completely than a larger, more
complex country.
Dr. Satterthwaite met us at the
airport and took me to my host's home
in San Pedro, an upper-middle class
suburb of San Jose. The large
household consisted of Senor Victor
Chinchilla, the owner of a cosmetics
company; 12-year-old Kathia; my host
"mother," Dona Virginia; and two
maids, Flor and Maruja. However,
there were also a medical student from
El Salvador, a professor from
Guatemala, and another student in the
same program from Beloit College
which made for a great deal of crosscultural conversation.
The Associated Colleges of the
Midwest (A.C.M.) Costa Rican
program is structured so that the first
eight weeks focus on intensive study of
Latin American Spanish grammar,
conversation, and culture . The
Conversa linguistics staff is also
responsible for training the U.S. Peace
Corps volunteers sent to Costa Rica
and one is given a Foreign Service
Language Rating upon completion of
the Spanish course. In addition, other ·
courses I studied in Costa Rica
included "Orientation and Geography
of Costa Rica" taught by Dr.
Satterthwaite, a seminar on "Costa

Rican Society" taught by Dr. Fred
Lange, an anthropology professor
from Beloit College, and "Literature of
Latin America," taught by Dr. Alonso
Benavides, a Peruvian who will be next
year's program director .
To complete a residency requirement
for graduation from Trinity I also
studied Costa Rica's political structure
independently with advice from Dr.
Albert Gastmann, associate professor
in the Trinity's political science
department. Classes were held
Monday through Thursday with field
trips on the weekends.
Although smaller than West
Virginia, Costa Rica is divided into
seven distinct provinces. The "core" of
the country, however, is San Jose
where 175 million out of a total of 200
million Costa Ricans (or "Ticos" as
they call themselves) live. The coffee
which gives the country the highest
standard of living in Central America
is grown in the central highlands
around San Jose.
I found that if one avoids imported
foods or manufactured items, the cost
of living is a small fraction of that in
the U.S. A high import tax jumps the
cost of imported goods and foodstuffs
astronomically. I was surprised to
discover that Costa Rica produces a
variety of items, among them textiles,
cigarettes, rope, beverages, matches,
leather goods, soaps, rubber products,
toilet articles and cosmetics, edible
oils, shoes, construction materials and
plastics. On the Pacific side lies the
cattle country, looking more like the
old west than did our old west.
When examining the Costa Rican
social class strueture, one immediately
notices that, unlike the U.S., there is
only a very small and insignificant
middle class. The gap between the
wealthy planters and the subsistence
farmers who struggle to feed their
families from what they produce on
their plots is enormous.
It is a very male oriented society
although the mother has a tremendous
amount of authority with the house.
Although there are some signs of
movement toward sex equalization in

Scheibe '59 Named
Alumni Trustee
Karl E. Scheibe '59, professor and
chairman
of
the
Psychology
Department at Wesleyan University,
has been elected Alumni Trustee. He
will serve on the Board for six years
representing the entire alumni body.
Alumni Trustees also work closely
with the Alumni Executive Committee
on matters of interest to alumni.
Scheibe majored in psychology at
Trinity and graduated Phi Beta Kappa.
A Woodrow Wilson Fellow, he served
as president of the Senate, played
varsity football , and was a member of
the track team. After graduation, he
received the Ph:D . from the University
of California at Berkeley.
He joined the Department of
Psychology at Wesleyan in 1963 as
assistant professor, was appointed
associate professor in 1967 and
professor and department chairman in
1973.
Scheibe has served as visiting
professor at the Universidade Federal
de Brasilia, the University of California
at Santa Cruz and the University of
Southern California. He has also been

job training, there is not in fact
equality of opportunity at the job entry
level.
The Ticos seem .to hold ambivalent
feelings toward this country. On the
one hand, they feel the country needs
the help and influence of the U .S. to
advance as a third world nation but at
the same time they fear the lo~s of their
national heritage and they fear also the
use of American money as leverage in
internal politics where the United Fruit
Company is always chosen as an
example . It is interesting to note that
the main streets of San Jose now boast
emporiums named Kentucky Fried
Chicken, McDonalds and Pizza Hut.
On the political scene, Costa Rica
will be trying something new prior to
their February 1978 national elections.
For the first time the three major
parties held primary elections in March
for municipal, legislative, assembly
and presidential candidates. This
seeming trend toward democratization
may be deceptive, however. Many fear
that, in spite of the primaries, if the
party in power now, the National
Liberation, wins again, the country
may be headed toward a dictatorship.
Aside from experiencing the life style
of a Latin culture, I had many new and
different experiences including learning
to take cold showers, eating new
tropical fruits such as jocotes and
plantains and
perhaps most
memorable - getting chased around
the poolside by a mother iguana. In
addition to all of this, my knowledge
of Costa Rica and, in fact, of Central
America, and the Spanish language
was greatly increased. I hope to return
soon.

Valerie McKee, whose father is Clyde McKee,
associate professor of political science,
graduated in May with a major in Intercultural
Studies.

Jr.,

Trinity Values Campaign
Nears $12 Million Goal

a Fulbright-Hays Senior Fellow at the
Catholic University of Sao Paulo.
The author of many articles
appearing in professional journals, his
book "Beliefs and Values" was
published in 1970. From 1964-69
Scheibe was a member of the Trinity
Board of Fellows and he was awarded
the Alumni Medal for Excellence.

Efforts to complete the $12 million
goal of the Campaign for Trinity
Values were continuing as this issue of
the Trinity Reporter went to press. By
mid-June, $11.5 million in gifts and
pledges has been received.
Alumni, parents, friends, business
firms and philanthropic foundations
were being approached for gifts so that
this 21Jz-year campaign for endowment
and library funds might be successfully
concluded this summer.
According to President Lockwood,
"The overriding purpose of this
campaign has been to sustain the
values which distinguish a Trinity
education. This will strengthen the
College for the future . The response of
our many alumni and friends has been
gratifying, and we urge others who
have not yet donated to do so now.
Such help is needed for success in this
extraordinary effort."'

Five Seniors Win
Russell, Watson,
Terry Fellowships
As Commencement approached,
five seniors were notified that they had
been awarded prestigious fellowships
and three were asked to stand by as
alternates.
Two students received the Thomas J.
Watson Fellowships which finance a
year's study abroad . Trinity is one of
onlx 35 private colleges and
universities invited by the Watson
Foundation to submit candidates.
Joyce E. Erikson, a music major
from Livingston, N.J., will spend the
year in Europe studying the historical
background and mastering the playing
of an ancient instrument only recently
revived
the recorder . Omar
Dahbour, who lives in Boston, will
spend his year abroad studying the
Islamic religious institutions and their
relationships with social change,
concentrating on the "ulama," a type
of priesthood which controls the
mosques and religious schools .
The Mary A . Terry Fellowship for
graduate study in sociology was
awarded to Virginia H. Bartot of Falls
Village, Ct. Mrs. Bartot, a psychology
and sociology major and one of the
first three to graduate in Trinity's
innovative Individualized Degree
Program, received numerous other ·
honors and will pursue graduate work
at the University of Chicago.
Mark D. Strickland of Windsor, Ct.
received the H .E. Russell Fellowship
for graduate study in clinical
psychology. Strickland was a
psychology major and the recipient of
departmental honors in his major, as
well as honors in general scholarship .
The W .H. Russell Fellowship for
study in law school was awarded to
Valedictorian Andrew H . Friedman of
Stamford, Ct . Friedman received the
B.A . with departmental honors in
mathematics and economics along with
·· honors in general scholarship.
Alternates for fellowships were
David N. Marks, Middletown, Ct .,
Terry Fellowship; Nancy S. Hayim,
Great Neck, N.Y ., H .E. Russell
Fellowship; Jane F. Annunziata,
Branford,
Ct., W . H . Russell
Fellowship.
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New Admissions Support Plan Announced
Recruiting Program Scheduled For Fall
Next fall, a new alumni activity, the
Admissions Support Program (ASP),
will begin offering interested alumni an
opportunity to participate in a
systematic campaign to identify and
recruit potential Trinity students.
This new venture grew out of
planning efforts begun last September
between College officials and the
Executive Committee of the National
Alumni Association. John S. Waggett
'63, assistant dean of faculty, will serve
as general coordinator of the program,
with assistance from both the Office of
Admissions and the Office of Alumni
and External Relations.
A modest set of objectives has been
established for the 1977-78 academic
year, which will include two primary
elements: a) early alumni identification
of and contact with prom1smg
students; and b) a matching process by
which applicants to Trinity are
"paired" with alumni who serve both
as resource persons and (in the event of
the applicant's acceptance by the
Office of Admissions)
actual
"recruiters" for the College.
According to Waggett, ASP has
been designed as a response to several
different concerns. "We are entering a
'buyers market' in college admissions
now, as the current and projected
numbers of traditional college-age
persons begins to level off and even
decline into the 1980s. High cost,
independent institutions, like Trinity
and many peer colleges in the New
England area, can no longer
automatically assume even a constant
share of this declining 'market'.
Consequently,
we
must
find
imaginative and more aggressive ways
of projecting what Trinity is and what
potential students can expect to find
here."
Concurring with this analysis,
Howie Muir, director of admissions,
notes that fewer than four of every ten
applicants admitted to Trinity actually
decide . to ·enroll. "The likelihood of
future candidate pools declining in
numbers, combined with a slowly
deteriorating return from admitted
students, has serious implications. We
hope the most persuasive arm of the
institution - the alumni - will help us
portray more effectively the realities of
a Trinity education."
In addition, Jerry Hansen, director
of the alumni office, views ASP as a
stimulus to the College's efforts to
utilize untapped alumni resources in
new and different ways. "Here is a
program which specifically recognizes
the potential value of a commitment of
time and good will from an informed
and energetic alumnus. Knowledgeable
alumni can be tremendously effective

recruiters for the College. By the same
token, most alumni will 'find this
activity intrinsically rewarding, as it
places them in a genuine helping
relationship with students in their
communities."
An experimental ASP-type program
was coordinated with Admissions
Office activity this past spring to test
the effectiveness of the concept and to
ascertain the alumni response.
Beginning
in
early
March,
approximately 100 alumni volunteers
were "matched" with 175 especially
promising Trinity applicants and asked
to meet with each student and his or
her parents to discuss colleges in
general and Trinity in particular. Once
the student was notified of admission,
alumni were instructed to begin more
direct recruiting activity. Preliminary
analysis of the results indicates the
effort was successful, attracting to
Trinity a number of strong students
who might have chosen to enroll
elsewhere. And, as one participating
alumnus remarked, "I found this
activity enjoyable and exhilarating. I
also feel much closer to the College as a
result of 'preparing' myself for these
student conversations."
The summer months will be devoted
to resolving administrative details and
to designing a comprehensive ASP
handbook. Alumni wishing to
participate in this program should
complete and return the form included
in this issue of the Reporter.

WILL YOU HELP WITH ASP?

If you would be willing to seek out,
provide information to, and recruit
promising students for Trinity during
the coming year, please volunteer for
ASP. We . need your time and energy
(probably no more than 15 hours over
the course of the year), your initiative,
your persistence, and your willingness
to engage in this cooperative effort. We
do not need "interviewers," nor do we
need additional input into the
admissions decision-making process.
Rather, we need alumni help in
portraying and "selling" to a wider
public the benefits of a Trinity
education.
Please complete the form above and
return it to:
Admissions Support Program
220 Williams Memorial
Trinity Coll~ge
Hartford, Connecticut 06106
Additional information about how
the program will function next year
and what will be expected from you as
a participant should be in your hands
by mid-September.

r--------------------------------------TRINITY COLLEGE
ADMISSIONS SUPPORT PROGRAM
Mr.
Name: Ms.
Last

Address: ........................................................... .
Number and Street
City

For visiting parents, here is the new
schedule for admissions and campus tours
during the summer months.
GROUP SESSIONS (No advance notice
necessary)
June 6th -August 26th Monday thru Friday, 10:00 am - 2:15
pm
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday - 1:15
pm
Location: Normally We<~n Lounge,
Mather Campus Center
TOURS
Monday through Friday, 10:45 am, 1:30
pm, 3:00pm

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday - 9:30
am, ll:OOam, 2:00pm, 3:15pm
All tours will leave from Downes
Memorial, with exception of 3:00pm tour
from Wean Lounge
INDIVIDUAL APPOINTMENTS (Write
or telephone well in advance)
Monday through Friday, 9:30am- 3:00
pm
June 6, 1977 to September 2, 1977
Location: Office of Admissions, Downes
Memorial
ALUMNI DAUGHTER/SON ADMISSIONS WEEKEND
October 6, 1977 through October 8, 1977
Details to be announced.

State

Zip Code
Home Telephone Number

County of Residence

Occupation: ........................................................ .
Class: ............................................................. .

L---------------------------------------

Class Notes
REMINDER ... Help your Class Secretary
by sending a news item about yourself or
your classmates to the Alumni Office we'll gladly send them along for the
Secretary's writeup for the Reporter.

BIRTHS
1950
1959

ENGAGEMENTS
1960
1969
1970
1975

1976
1974-1975
1976-1976

P. BARRY LYNCH, JR. to Judith
Lynn Harris
JOHN C. CHAPIN, JR. to
Elizabeth W. Lozier
CHESTER B. DERR II to Jo Ann
Simons
LEONARD R. HEINRICH to
Susan M. Lang
LINDA P. LORENSON to James
Edward Lysaght, Jr.
DEBRA A. GERACI to Brian C.
Stage
JEAN WIERZBICKI '74 to
MICHAEL BARRY '75
PAULA A. GALIETTE to
EUGENE Y. SHEN

1961

1962

1964

WEDDINGS
1943
1950
1954
1955
1966
1967
1970
1971

1972

1973
1974

ADMISSIONS-CAMPUS TOURS

M.l.

First

1975
1976
1972-1976
1973-1975

1974-1975
1976-1976

MA J 972

DANIEL RIKER to Mrs. Ward
Maier, December 2, 1976
JOHN S. BIDDLE to Amy Van
Roden, March 5, 1977
JAMES F. SAUVAGE to Liv
Gonder, February 25, 1977
JAMES B. MAHER, JR. to Dawn
A. Willett, March 25, 1977
MARCUS C. HANSEN to Michele
C. Moore, November27, 1976
WILLIAM ROSENBAUM to Jody
Shindler, May 1976
RAYMOND W. McKEE to Sharyn
Udell, September 12, 1976
STEPHEN LINES to Mary B.
Adams, July 10, 1976
WILLIAM D. PREVOST to Beth
Ann Martin, December 26, 1976
HAMILTON CLARK to Ceci
Addison, March 19, 1977
BERT LUCAS to Jane Shanahan,
January 1, 1977
ROBERT J. FASS, JR. to Janet Lee
Schob, March 26, 1977
STEVEN BARKAN to Barbara
Tennent, September 1976
MARY A. NEWMAN to Timothy
Michael Crowe, June 13, 1976
HEIDI NEUBAUER to Arthur
Liestman, May 21, 1977
DAVID C. HOPKINS to Denise L.
Dombkowski, August 14, 1976
PETER MINDNICH to Robin
Mims, February 6, 1977
KENT ALLEN to Susan Everts,
May21, 1977
MICHAEL E. SEIFERT to LINDA
ROSEBOOM '76, April16, 1977
GARY P. TAYLOR '73 to
DEBORAH ANN MOTT '75, June
11, 1977
HARRY E. HELLER '74 to CAROL
J. POWELL '75, May 29, 1977
ELIZABETH BECKER '76 to
JAMES LENAHAN '76, August
1976
BARBARA BECK to Antonio
Diaz, August 20, 1976

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

Mr. and Mrs. J. William Wetter,
Jr., son, Stephen A., April2, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Krim,
son, Adam Mark, September 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Green,
son, Walter Alistair, October 9,
1976
Major and Mrs. Richard B. Gadd,
son, Richard Barry, Jr., July 10,
1976
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Gleason,
son, Benjamin H., September 1976
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Leatherbee,
son, Charles Frederick, May 31,
1976
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Lackey,
daughter,
Amanda
Scott,
December16, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Palmer,
daughter,
Kimberly
Noel,
November 24, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Thomas, son,
Gregory Seth, March 2, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wiftsek,
daughter, Brett Hayley, December
29, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Stone, son,
Jonathan Michael, October 28,
1976
Mr. and Mrs. David 0. Williams,
son, David Owen, Jr., November
29, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. John O'Neil,
daughter,
Katharine Anne,
October 27, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Rozett, son,
Joshua Stedman, July 20, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Egan,
son, Nathan Warner, February 28,
1977
Mr. and Mrs. D. Jeffrey Bradshaw,
son, Tyler, July 6, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Mark H. Shapiro,
daughter, Jessica Leona, January
29, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perrin, son,
Jeffrey, December 4, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Boas, son,
Taylor Chase, January 9, 1977
Captain and Mrs. Donald M.
Bishop, son, John Patrick, April 7,
1977
Dr. and Mrs. Stuart E. Edelman,
son, Joseph Jake, September 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E.
Callaghan, daughter, Elizabeth
Page, July 19, 1976
Major and Mrs. Sanford M.
Rosenberg, daughter, Allison Jane,
March 4, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph N. Russo III,
son, Joseph N. IV, December 5,
1976
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Higgins,
Jr., daughter, Kate Elisabeth,
August 8, 1976
Dr. and Mrs. Carl E. Luty,
daughter, Jessica Elizabeth, April
30, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. W. Frederick
Uehiein, daughter, Emma Anne,
August 23, 1976
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Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F. Stewart,
son, Cameron Clark, October 28,
1976
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Hamilton,
daughter, Rhia Oliver, November
21, 1976
-Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Mann,
daughter, Kelly, December6, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Mark J. Mittenthal,
son, Eric Brian, January 14, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. William D.
Montague,
daughter,
Hannah
Margaret, January 11, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence D.
McClure, daughter, Caitlyn,
February 22, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Russell,
daughter, AshleeMae, March 28,
1977
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Eldredge
(MARTHA CAREY), son, David
Carey, October 24, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Kaminski
(NANCY BOCK), son, Benjamin
Peter, July 1976 ·
Quentin and Kathleen Keith,
daughter, Megan Katharine,
February 28, 1977
Susan '73 and Shelbourne Brown
'75, daughter, Jennifer Leigh,
November 14, 1976
Deborah '74 and Christopher
Carley '73, daughter, Sarah Hurst
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher
Pavlopoulos (JOANNE MONO), .
son, Timothy, October 15, 1976

06
We received a nice letter from Dorothy
McCoy, niece of FRED COWPER who informs
us that he is currently in the Methodist
Refirement Home, Durham, North Carolina and
is in relatively good health. His chief problem is
his diminishing eyesight. Fred, who holds not
only a B.A. from Trinity but in addition an M .A .
and also was awarded an honorary L.H.D. in
U56, has just celebrated his 94th birthday. He
sends greetings to those of the neighboring
classes.
.--·:
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Mr. William-B. Pressey
6Parkway
Hanover, NH 03755

TED PECK writes that his author-composer
wife, Ruth, was chosen to contribute words of
hymns used for the annual national Human
Relations Day last February. Ted acts as an
editorial consultant for her. The Pecks would
appreciate news of any hymn-writing project for
copyrighted magazines or books and they are
particularly eager to appear in a hymnal.
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Mr. Erhardt G. Schmitt
41 Mill Rock Road
New Haven, CT 06511

Your Scribe et ux, my wife that is in case you
forgot your Latin, recently returned from the
Immortals Reunion of 1977. These affairs seem
to be bigger and better each year and the Class of
1927 was duly installed as freshman immortals.
Alas we are fewer and fewer even though
combined with the Class of 1915.
I was pleased to get a mini letter from The Rev .
JACK TOWNSEND, JR., a real gem. I quote:
"After I was 23 years a missionary priest of
Cuba, Bishop Gooden of Panama invited me to
come over to help him and I heeded the
Macedonian call and worked there 17 years and
retired to Texas in 1963 . 'Finding, following,
keeping, struggling, Is he sure to bless? Saints,
apostles, prophets, martyrs, Answer Yes."' I
hope Jack is happy in his retirement . He deserves
it.
Some of us in this area, at least, have been
busy on special gifts work for the Campaign
hoping for those extra pledges, particularly for
the library addition. I am sure you haven't
forgotten about that extra boost.
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The Rev. Joseph Racioppi
264 Sunnieholme Dr.
Fairfield, CT 06432

Members of the Class of '17 celebrated their
60th Reunion on May 27, 28 and 29. Taking part
in the festivities which included a dinner for all
Immortals plus the newly inducted members of
the Class of 1927 were DON TREE, FRANK
JOHNSON, ED McKAY, WARREN and

2_9

Mr. James V. White
22 Austin Road
_Milford, CT 06460

KARL KOENIG is helping to restore an old
opera house in Earlville, New York. Karl
continues his writing about Trinity College
during the years 1925 through 1929 and hopes his
contemporaries will contribute sketches and
stories as well as pictures of that time.
LYNDE MAY's address has been changed in
- name· urrty = - sameold street and house. His
address now is 71 Watch Hill Way, Chatham,
Massachusetts.
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Elizabeth CREAMER, SID HUNGERFORD,
HARRY SCHWOLSKY, JOE and Susan
RACIOPPI and your temporary Secretary. The
Creamers were gracious hosts for a luncheon on
Saturday, May 28th at their home in
Farmington, Connecticut, which gave everyone
a chance to catch up on what's been happening. I
also received messages of regret from FRANK
BARNWELL and P Al}L FENTON.
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Mr. Clinton B. F. Brill
Route 13, Box 227
Tallahassee, FL 32303

CLARENCE TUSKA writes that his book,
Patent Notes for Engineers, was published in
Japan in 1975. It was first published by the Radio
Corporation of America about 30 years ago.
After several editions, it was published by
McGraw-Hill Book Company. Two editions
were published by Dovef Publications. The last
was entitled, Patents-and How to Get One for an Invention. This was followed by the translation
into Japanese and publication there.
VIN POTTER visited Northern Ireland and
The Republic of Ireland in May. He recently
added to the unusual and valuable collection of
prints of early Trinity College. This one is of the
old observatory showing both the exterior and
interior in 1882. It was obtained from a dealer in
California.
Your Secretary and his wife plan to spend the
month of September in Portugal.
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Mr. Beaufort R. L. Newsom
31 Park Avenue
Fenwood
Old Saybrook, CT 06475

Your Secretary introduced Willard Odell
Shepard, marine carver at the Mystic Seaport,
when he gave a public illustrated lecture before
the Old Saybrook Historical Society on Friday,
April 15th at Grace Episcopal Church. The late
Professor Odell Shepard, author and English
scholar at Trinity, co-authored with his son,
Willard, several exceptional historical novels.
Professor Shepard was a former Lt. Governor of
Connecticut.

Mr. Henry T. Kneeland
75 Duncaster Road
, Bloomfield, CT 06002
Your Secretary regrets to report information
from Anabel S. PUELS that RICHARD suffered
a stroke in September of last year and is
improving slowly. We wish you a good
recovery, Dick. His address is P. 0. Box 295,
Albany, New York 12201. Drop him a line.
AL GUERTIN has sent in good news of his
sons, which is welcome but not surprising
considering Al's fine career and his many
contributions to Trinity. See Class Notes for
1956 and 1961 for this news (both sons are
Trinity men).
Our head class agent will be Dr. ROBERT C.
REYNOLDS of West Simsbury. He is succeeding
FRED T ANSILL, who died last November, after
many years of service.
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Mr. N . Ross Parke
18 Van Buren Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06107

Along with our many fine Trinitarian friends,
we, the members of the Class of 2T6 wish to take

this golden opportunity to extend heartiest
congratulations to our good friends of the
illustrious Class of 2T7 on the celebration of their
50th Anniversary on May 27th. They have well
earned and attained the honor of becoming
Trinity College Immortals.
Also at this time, we of the Class of 2T6 are
deeply grateful to be able to report that we are
making favorable progress in the growth of our
Class Memorial Scholarship Fund. Please, may
all of us so concerned, continue to improve this
important project which we know helps so many
so well.

Mr. Winthrop H . Segur
Park Ridge Apt. 516
1320 Berlin Turnpike
Wethersfield, CT 06109
After our induction as Immortals on May
27th, Friday evening following cocktails and
dinner, those present were favored with an
engraved gold tie-clasp, a framed etching of the
Long Walk, a free pass to all athletic events, and
a copy of a welcoming poem from Ross Parke
'26. The Memorial Service Saturday morning
paid tribute to the 37 members of our class who
have passed on. This was followed by a tour of
the campus (so many changes!), our class
luncheon and pictures. All details arranged by
Jerry Hansen with perfection.
And now ·Jor the final report from your
Treasurer. (It'll be a relief not to have to ask for
class dues but I'll still request news of your
doings for insertion in the Reporter.) Following
our induction into the Immortals, it was the
pleasure of your Treasurer to present President
Lockwood with checks for the 1927 Trinity
Library Fund, which with previous submissions
exceeded our established goal of $2700! The
response to the class letter of April 11th calls for
a reclassification of rank among the Knights of
the Round Table. Golden Knights are those who
over-subscribed the established dues, Knights are
those who paid in full, and Squires are those who
contributed. Classmates who are no longer with
us are identified by ( *) .
The Golden Knights listing includes STAN
BELL, JIM CAHILL, ANDY FORRESTER, BOB
HILDEBRAND(*), HOWIE MANIERRE ,
WENDELL LANGDON and WIN SEGUR. The
roll call of Knights shows JOE BASHOUR, MIN
BLOODGOOD, FRANK CONRAN and ROGE
HARTT. These Knights were attended to by the
following Squires: FRED CELANTINO(*), BOB
CONDIT and BILL KELLER(*) . We raise our
glasses!
All who attended our 50th were well pleased
with the program. Both HERB MINER and the
CONDITS came up from Florida to enjoy the
activities. I trust you all had a pleasant summer
and wish you would write me about it.
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Mr. Royden C. Berger
53 Thomson Road
West Hartford, CT 06107

HAROLD ROME was mentioned recently in
the New York Times. (Harold was with 1928 in
our freshman year.) He entertained at the Ball
Room, West Broadway, New York by singing, in
"his casual, rough-voiced manner," a number of
songs he wrote during his musical career for
many Broadway shows.
Our 50th reunion will take place next year. I
hope each of you will make plans to come to
Trinity for that very special occasion.

Dr. Robert P. Waterman
148 Forest Lane
Glastonbury, CT 06033

The BOB WATERMANS spent three months
in Florida, taking their handsome trailer to
Sanibel, Key Largo and Venice. Bob has found a
trailer backs up dangerously .
JIM TOBIN has retired from the New York
Public Library and now lives in Tenafly, New
Jersey.
JOHN CHILDS, after retiring two years ago
from the Irving Trust Company as a senior vice
president, now works full time for Kidder,
Peabody andCompany, an investment banking
firm in New York City . John has completed his
fourth book on finance, Long Term ·Financing
and Capital Management. It has been published
by Prentice-Hall .
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Julius Smith, D.M.D.
242 Trumbull St.
Hartford, CT06103

REUNION
HENRY "Drop-kick" PHIPPIN has retired
after 41 years with N. W, Rice Company to play
more golf and enjoy his seven grandchildren, one
of whom he hopes will enter Trinity this fall . It
will then be father, son and grandson. His
address is P . 0. Box 205, S. Hamilton,
Massachusetts 01982.
Another retiree is DAVID WHITE, who writes
that there are two other Trinity alumni on Hilton
Head, South Carolina - BILL HARING '34 and
DAVE CANTRELL '66, tennis pro at Harbour
Town Raquet Club. Dave's •qlder son,\ .:\i\Ny .A
Captain Dave R. White, visited him before
leaving-on tout of duty in Germany.
Watch for news of our 45th in October.
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Mr. Ezra Melrose
186 Penn Dr.
West Hartford, CT 06119

CHARLIE PRATT's granddaughter, Susan D .
Pratt, Class of 1980, is finishing up her freshman
year and won her T playing #5 on the tennis team
last fall.
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Mr. John A. Mason
Box 237, Barnhill Rd.
W. Chatham, MA02669

VAHAN and June ANANIKIAN's prize cat,
Priscilla, marked her 20th birthday on March
18th. A fine picture of these three appeared in
The Hartford Courant that day. In human years,
Priscilla would be about 120 years of age and is
still spunky and agile .
HAROLD and Winnie BAYLEY had a motor
trip this winter to Guadalajara, Mexico, and
Jacksonville, Florida, returning to their home in
Devon, Pennsylvania when the cold weather
broke in early April. Their daughter, Chrissie,
graduated from college this June while son,
Mark, lives in West Chester, Pennsylvania, and
works for Certain-Teed Company .
ED and Betty CRAIG leave La Jolla, California
in late June for their lovely cottage in Falmouth ,
Massachusetts. Ed plans to be there much of July
and September.
JOHN DONLEY is making a rapid recovery
from a complete hip replacement and hopes to be
back on the golf course in September.
CHUCK and Helen KINGSTON left April
25th for some golf in Bermuda. Our Prexy has
made a good recovery from the Allegheny jet
airline crash he was in a year ago May in
Philadelphia.
Phyllis and Your Secretary had a most
pleasant lunch at BILL and Helen MOORE's
home in Seminole, Florida on March 23rd. Bill is
active in charity fund raising, headiflg the local
heart fund.
BERT HOLLAND had an acute attack of
bursitis last winter which made walking most
difficult. We understand he retires as vice
president for resources at Wellesley College on
June 30th.

...
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East, _Rivcra .B.each, Florida 33404. We have not
heard what happened to his steam buggy.
After some 91 years, the Sporting News,
published by the Spink family, has been sold to
the Los Angeles Times-Mirror Books and
Magazine Division. JOHNSON SPINK, at the
helm for the past 14 years, doubtless has new
plans for his energies.
Your Secretary also participated in the early
April alumni phonothon from Hartford and was
greatly impressed by many of the younger
alumni and their enthusiastic application to their
calls. In June, I will complete the final year of my
two-year term as president of the Church Club of
the Diocese of Connecticut.

ANDY ONDERDONK has been elected a
director of the Alpha Delta Phi Foundation, Inc.,
New York City . He is also on the executive
committee and finance committee board of
managers of the YMCA central branch in
Hartford.
Word has been received that The Rev.
STUART COWLES is now residing at 34
Congamond Road, Southwick, Massachusetts
01077.
CHARLIE and Ruth TUCKER spent two
weeks in March visiting their daughter, Judy,
who is working for her doctorate in Cairo,
Egypt. In April, Charlie spent a week teaching a
course at the Maryland General Hospital in
Baltimore. Last February he lectured at the
Albany , New York Medical Center.
EDITOR'S NOTE: JOHN MASON, who has
done so much for Trinity, has also over the years
been a staunch supporter of St. Mark's School in
Southborough, Massachusetts. John was
recently awarded the first G. Peabody Gardner
'06 award. This award goes to the class agent
who has done the most for St. Mark's during the
past fund year.
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CARMINE LAVIERI has done it again. In late
April he received the Distinguished Alumnus
Award of the· Unive-rsity of Connecticut School
of Law at the School's alumni association
meeting. It is an award presented to a graduate
who has brought great credit to the School.
Carmine joins a distinguished group of alumni
who have received this award in the past,
including U.S. Second Circuit Court of Appeals
Judge and former Governor Thomas J. Meskill
'50, Hon. '71, Justice · Alva P . Loiselle of the
Connecticut State Supreme Court and others.
GUS ANDRIAN and wife, Peggy, left for a
short visit to Spain in the middle of May,
somewhat later than they had originally
planned.

Mr. Robert M . Kelly
33 Hartford Ave.
Madison, CT. 06443
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REUNION
LOU LITTLE retired May 31st from Simonds,
Saw and Steel Company in Gardner, Massachusetts. He was manager of materials.
JOE GRECO's son, Steve, a lieutenant in the
U.S. Army, has completed training as a ranger '
(Commando type), an elite part of the army, and
is now stationed in Hawaii . The Grecos drove to
California recently and report a very nice visit
with IRV FIEN and family during which time a
telephone call was placed to ED COLTON in
Tucson, Arizona for a short three-member class
reunion. Joe expects BUCKY GALE to visit him
this summer.
Speaking of reunions, plan to attend our 40th
next October!
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Mr. James M . F. Weir
27 Brook Rd.
""oW 6 oabt'li:lge,' C f 06525
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Mr. Earl H. Flynn
147 Goodale Dr.
Newington, CT 06111

ETHAN "Mike". BASSFORD reports that his
vacation cottage trip to Wales was so pleasant
that a trip to Norfolk, England is now in the
planning stage . Mike and family are now
relocated from Simsbury, Connecticut to a
delightful residence at 41 Lorraine Street,
Hartfo-rd . Mike recently participated in the
alumni program for giving phonothon,
contacting alumni as to the need for their
support.
Another former suburban resident, LEON
GILMAN, reports moving back into Hartford
and is now located at 30 Woodland Street.
In contrast, CARLTON NELSON has moved
from the Greater Hartford area to.36-15th Street

.......
.....
. ...
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LAURENCE ROBERTS writes that he has
received his five-gallon blood donor's pin. Last
winter, he met DAVID WILSON '48 at the
Holderness School parents weekend. His wife,
Kelton, is president of the New Hampshire
Weavers Guild . Daughter, Hannah, has been
appointed director of Northampton and East
Hampton Day Care Centers; son, Storm, has
been listed in Who's Who in Poetry in American
Colleges and Universities; and son, Mark, a
freshman at McGill University, w~s a contestant
in the -100 mile Laurentian (Canada) Cross
·Country race in February.
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Mr. J. William Vincent
80 Newport Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06107

DAVID KAZARIAN has left the Aetna Life
Insurance Company, Hartford, to · become
assistant to the administrator of Connecticut's
I'robate Courts.

ALUMNI SOCCER

The Varsity Soccer Team will play
an - exhibition game against the
Alumni on Sunday, September 18,
1977. Game time 1:00 p.m.
Interested alumni please contact Bob ·
Andrian at the Ferris Athletic
Center, 527-3151.
•-

~'

CARL HODGDON has_ retired from
government service to a more physical life of
tennis, golf, fishing , gardening, and travel. Carl
now lives in Williamsburg, Virginia.
BARD McNULTY of the English Department
at T rinity presented a lecture this spring at the
Town and County Club, Hartford. Bard's talk
was on "The Changing Face 'of Hartford" and he
had many slides of old prints and photographs
from Hartford's early days as well as the renewed
downtown area .
ERNIE CORSO has been appointed cochairman of the Arlington Visitors Commission
by the Arlington (Virginia) County Board. Ernie,
who is vice president and manager of the
Rosslyn , Virginia office of Ferris and Company,
Inc., investment bankers, is also a founder of the
Association of Northern Virginians, Inc. This is a
non-profit business, professional and community
service and involvement corporate entity .
BOB BARLOW (vice president and treasurer
of Rath and Strong, management consultants,
Lexington, Massachusetts) and his wife, Babs,
report that their son, Christopher, is now
manager of methods and procedures for the
Howa rd Johnson Company in Braintree,
Massachusetts. Christopher and his wife have a
year old daughter, Kate. Bob's daughter, Linda
O zkaynak, is living in Ankara , Turkey where
she and her husband both teach at the Middle
East Technical University . Bob's other daughter,
Hea ther, is associate director of the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts.

Dr. Richard Morris
120 Cherry Hill Dr.
Newington, CT 06111

daughter at the University of Rhode Island, and a
son who is a computer programmer. His hobby
is foreign cars.
Your Secretary had the pleasure of recently
meeting
BOB
BECK's
daughter and
granddaughter while they were on a visit to the
East: two beautiful, blue-eyed, blonde girls daughter, Mary Kate, .age 22 and gFanddaughter,
Aprll, -ag~-2-:- Bob is the president and publisher
o f the Roswell -Daily Record of Roswell, New ·
Mexico.

~
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Mr. Frank A. Kelly, Jr.
21 Forest Dr.
Newington, CT 06111 ;

JOHN CARPENTER is senior vice president,
director of marketing and community affairs, at
the Chittenden Trust Company in Burlington,
Vermont.
PROSPERO DeBONA practices law in Jersey
City and Red Bank, New Jersey. He lives in
Rumson, New Jersey with his wife and a
household of two dogs and two cats. Since 1975,
he has been a member of the New Jersey Board of
Higher Education .
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Mr. John L. Bonee
McCook; Kenyon and Bonee
50 State St..
Hartford, CT 06103

RAY CUNNINGHAM is working on a
national level program of the Episcopal Church
which is called the New Directions. He states that
he works as a consultant to the diocese and has
responsibilities with the clergy education
program connected with it, and that he still finds
time to teach sociology part-time at Bennett
C ollege in Millbrook, New York.
BOB HINCKLEY reports that he now has four
grandsons, is still with the Department of
Transportation in computer activity at
Cambridge, Massachusetts, that he took up golf
and got a hole-in-one(!), and that he swims often
and competes occasionally in the AAU Masters
meets. Two of Bob's children are married and
two are in college. Bob adds that his wife , Betsy,
is active in the travel business.
MIKE KELLIN has been working in Arthur
Miller's "Death of a Salesman" at the Hartman
Theater in Stamford, Connecticut.
RALPH MONAGHAN is vice president and
partner in Forte Technology, Inc. of Natick,
Massachusetts, a small firm devoted to
applications of computer technology, moisture
measurement, weight control, etc. His specialty
is international marketing and he travels
extensively, with frequent trips to Europe. Ralph
h.1s a daughter in junior high school. another
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Paul J. Kingston, M .D.
Barbourtown Rd., RFD #1
Collinsville, CT 06022

JOE O'NEIL has been _elected chairman of the
board of managers of the Bridgeport
(Connecticut) YMCA. Joe has completed 25
agency unqer his own , n.al!l\' in fairfield,
Connecticut.
EARL O'CONNOR is active as a real estate
broker in the Gallery of Homes franchise and
welcomes the opportunity to assist anyone
moving to this area. Earl's last child is at Tufts
University, while the others are in various
careers and graduate schools.
RICHARD KIRBY, a partner in the law firm of
Macktag, Keefer and Kirby in Woonsocket,
Rhode Island , has been appointed probate judge
for the town of Cumberland, Rhode Island. He
and his wife, Elizabeth, have seven children.
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The Rt. Rev. E. Otis Charles
231 East ·First So. St.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

MONRO PROCTOR's daughter, Susan (Class
of '80) is rowing with the women's crew .
NORWOOD KEENEY has been appointed
chairman of the Chemical Engineering
Department, University of Lowell in Lowell,
Massachusetts.
RICHARD DURICK has been named second
vice president of the Policyholder Service
Division of Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Company. Dick is living in Springfield.
DAVID LAMBERT, formerly general counsel
of the Small Business Administration , has
become a partner in the firm of Brownstein,
Zeidman, Schomer and Chase of Washington,
D.C. and Los Angeles, California .
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GEORGE SIMONIAN is principal of the
Chelmsford High School in Chelmsford,
Massachusetts. This is a three-year high school
with over 2100 students.
The Rev. Canon ALLEN BRAY has been
appointed a special consultant to the Navy chief
of chaplains on matters of religious education.
He is currently the headmaster of Christ Church
Episcopal School. Greenville, South Carolina,
and serves on the boards of the national
association of Episcopal schools and the council
for religion in independent schools.

ED TRANT sends his best wishes to all. He has
been chairman of the Department of Philosophy
at Manhattan College, Riverdale, New York for
the last eight years.

so

Mr. James R. Glassco, Jr.
1024 Pine Hill Rd.
McLean, VA 22101

FRANK PATTERSON, who has been with
Cross and Brown Company, New York City, for
20 years , has been promoted to senior vice
president.
GUS STEWART is teaching at the Fitchburg
(Massachusetts) Center ·for Brain Injured
Children . This summer; he will once again be
teaching tennis at Camp Keewaydin , Lake
Dunmore, Vermont.
ALLAN ZENOWITZ has retired as a brigadier
general in the Army Reserve after 30 years of
service in the active and reserve Army. In
civilian life, he is the U.S . regibnal director,
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, Region
One, Maynard, Massachusetts.
A full-length illustrated article in the first issue
of Quest-77 is devoted to Dr. RICHARD
HOSBACH, a Norwich, New York pediatrician .
The article is entitled 'Thrive, Baby, Thrive: A
day in the life of a country pediatrician."
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Mr.. John F. Klingler
344 Fern St.
West Hartford, CT 06119

PAUL DICKEY (Brownie) has been made
secretary-treasurer of the Etchells 22 Class, Fleet
No. 9. Any alumni interested in owning or in
sailing an Etchells 22 in the Western Connecticut
or Long Island area should contact Brownie at
his home or office (telephone 203-869-9324).
DAVE COLLIER has been promoted to
associate professor at the Mercer County
Community College, Trenton, New Jersey. Dave
teaches history and geography, is a member of
the College Senate, and is chairman of the
Faculty Grievance Committee.
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Mr. Douglas C. Lee
628 Willow Glen Dr.
Lodi, CA 95240

REUNION
Connecticut General Insurance Company's .
(Bloomfield, Connecticut) highest honor for
branch and brokerage offices, the Outstanding
Agency Award, has been given to DON
RATHBONE, manager of the Burlington,
Vermont office. This award recognizes superior
performance in all phases of agency operation .
After six years as personnel director at Pratt
Institute and two years as an industrial counselor
in Macfield Texturing Inc. of Madison, North
Carolina, PETER MacLEAN has returned to fulltime parochial ministry at Saint Mary's
Episcopal Church, Shelter Island, New York.
JOHN STEWART, who spent last year on
sabbatical leave in Spain, has returned to
Brooklyn College CUNY, Department of
Geology, as professor and chairman . His son,
John, is in school in Barcelona, Spain and
daughter, Leslie, is at college in Mannheim,
Germany.
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Mr. Paul A. Mortell
508 Stratfield Rd.
Fairfield , CT 06432

ROBERT BARROWS has been named
manager of employee relations at Cornwall &
Patterson, Bridgeport, Connecticut.
KEN BARNETT continues to live in the Valley
Forge, Pennsylvania area, working as a
manufacturer's agent.
KENNETH MARRINER writes from Concord,
Massachusetts that he has just finished building a
new home for his family. Ken does custom
cabinet work.
RAY DOUGLAS has recently been elected
rector of St. Philips in the Hills, Tucson,
Arizona.
EDWARD BLACKLER has returned from six
years in South America and is now working for
the U.S. Department of Commerce.
ART TILDESLEY, a banker for more than
twenty years, was recently ordained an
Episcopa l priest at St. Mary's-By-the-Sea
Epi-scopa l Church in Point Pleasant , New Jersey.
Art will continue his banking career as well as
serve the ministry .
Your Secretaris son, Bennett '77, graduated in
May from Trinity.
RICHARD STEWART has a new job as
executive vice president of the Southern Gas
Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut.
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Mr. Theodore T. Tansi
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance
Co.
1 American Row
Hartford, CT 06103
BOB GILLOOLY has moved his law offices to
246 Church Street, New Haven, Connecticut.
His law firm is Gillooly and McGrail P.C. Bob
has been a guest lecturer for the Connecticut Bar
Association.
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Mr. E. Wade Close, Jr.
200 Hunter's Trace Lane
Atlanta, Georgia 30328

Reports are that HANK SCHEINBERG is
en joying his new life in Los Angeles. IKE
LASHER ran into Hank recently while in L.A.
The Alumni Office has received news of note
from several classmates. ED ROSE has moved to
Alice, Texas where he is minister of the Episcopal
Church of the Advent. Ed has his hands full with
a family of three sons and two daughters. DAVE
DIMLING reports relocating to Connecticut
from Wisconsin. He is now with the Printing
Paper Division of Georgia Pacific Corporation.
PETE NASH writes from Boston where he is vice
president of Scudder, Sterns and Clark. He is
trustee of Brooks School and has served as
chairman of the Board of Fellows for Trinity.
JACK ISSELHARDT's news originates from
Bennington, Vermont where he is practicing
clinical psychology, specializing in alcohol
problems. Jack has three sons spaced perfectly
(Eric, age 17, Karl, age 7, and Mark, age 1) so
each will be able to attend Trinity without
severely taxing Daddy's educational funds all at
once.
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TOM GUERTIN's father, AL '22, wrote us
that Tom is technical director of the dyes,
pigments and special chemical division at
American Cyanamid Company, Bound Brook,
New jersey and lives in Bridgewater, New Jersey .
TOM LAWRENCE is involved in building
custom homes in Madison, Connecticut. His
wife, Gail, manages Connecticut Realty in
Madison. Tom has three children: Mark, age 17
and a cross country captain, Nancy, age 14, and
Gary, age 12.
We received word that NED MONTG0MERY
will leave London this August after being in
charge of the Mellon Bank there for two years. In
the Spring of 1976, he had a serious injury under
his right knee while playing British football
(soccer) for his bank's team . After-effects to knee
surgery ensued, but by mid-July, he was running
three miles daily.
CHARLES EVEN has been appointed vice
prl'sident and actuary of the Casualty-Property
Commercial Lines Department at The Travelers
Insurance Companies in Hartford.
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Mr. Paul B. Marion
7 Martin Place
Chatham, NJ 07928

REUNION
Energy crisis? BOB WORTHEY has the
answer. Bob, who is a permanent resident of the
Florida Keys, is a real estate salesman with
Wright Way Realty on Big Pine Key. ln addition,
he is a partner of El-Worth Associates, exterior
and interior design.
SAM STONE has joined the ranks of small
businessmen. Having been director of marketing
for Blonder-Tongue (electronic components,
New Jersey), Sam has started his own electronic
product manufacturer's representative business,
domestic and export, and special products
manufacturing. Sam's first contract, furnishing
oil tanker antennas, is with ITT. Mrs. Stone,
having just completed her 10th musical comedy
costume designing job, suggests Sam throw in
the towel regarding arm wrestling with their
teenage sons.
GEORGE KELLEHER reports very succinctly
that he is supervisor, instructional resource
center, in the Westfield, Massachusetts Public
Schools.
CRATON SHEFFIELD is currently marketing
specialist at U.S. Envelope, Springfield,
Massachusetts. This follows ten years as
production control manager at their Enfield,
Connecticut plant. Craton's oldest child, Kathy,
has completed her first year at MIT. His wife,
Joan, enj.oys a part-time j.ob as secretary to the
local fire chief and town planning board .
A. B. (BROOKS) HARLOW, having been
granted a sabbatical irr 1976, traveled across the
USA in a TecMotor Home with his entire family.

He's probably still recuperating . A.B., along
with nine other gentlemen, is owner of the
Reservoir Racquet Club, Framingham, Massachusetts . Complementing his career as an
educationist, he is a trustee of the Chestnut Hill
School, original member of the board of the
Elementary School Headmasters' Association,
and a trustee of Alpha Delta Phi.
BILL LUKE advises that the Olds Cutlass is the
best car on the road, especially since he gave up
his American Motors dealership.
DOUG MacLEOD does not return phone calls.
He's probably trying to explain insurance
premium increases to the County of Nassau,
New York.
FRED SILL welcomes all to London, but
suggests consulting time differences before
placing overseas phone calls.
EUGENE LOCKFELD is now employed as a
probation officer in Union County, New jersey.
He writes he is enjoying the social work very
much. Summer plans are for a Mediterranean
cruise for two.
Let's have a good showing at our 20th
Reunion. See you on the weekend of October 7,
8 and 9.
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The Rev. Dr. Borden W. Painter
110 Ledgewood Rd.
West Hartford, CT 06107

It is gratifying to Your Secretary to receive so
many cards from classmates. It makes my job all
the easier, and, more important, it keeps the
news coming to share with all.
Congratulations to JIM FLANNERY for his
new book "W . B. Yeats and the Idea of a
Theatre," published by the Yale University Press.
A very favora ble review appeared in the New
York Times. STEVE SEE writes of his recent
appointment as director of admissions, chaplain
and guidance director of St. Andrew's School in
Barrington, Rhode Island, which sounds like
enough to keep anyone busy for a long time!
ROLAND HOPKINS recently celebrated his
14th year as a publisher of the New England Real
Estate Jou rnal. He adds that he had dinner a
while back with two classmates, HOOLY PERRY
and FRANK THORPE.
JOHN SPENCER has been elected to the board
of trustees of the Eastern States Exposition and
elected to the board of the Lifers Group, Inc.
of Norfolk Prison. John has worked with
prisoners for some years now. HOWARD
BURGWIN has his own · investment firm,
Burgwin & Co., in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
T hanks Howard for sending the jokes, I'll use
them in lectures here at Trin. BOB CARTER has
been with Hartford National Bank since
graduation and was recently named a vice
president.
BILL CURTISS has accepted a position as
senior marketing representative with Computer
Professional Unlimited in Southfield, Michigan.
Bill will service credit unions here in New
England. GUS PARKER is an employment
counselor in the Massachusetts Division of
Employment Security and is now working at
their Cambridge Placement Office.
Our deepest sympathy goes out to CARL
PETERSON, whose wife died last October after
a long illness. He and his son, Carl, are living in
Hudson, New Hampshire. Carl has a new job as
manager of documentation for Software
International in Andover, Massachusetts. He
writes that the "future looks bright" - we all
wish you good luck, Carl.
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Mr. Paul S. Campion
4 Red Oak Dr.
Rye, New York 10580

DAVID BELMONT, chairman of the
Department of Classics at Washington University, writes that his beginning Greek text,
"Approaching Greek," published in November
1976 by Xerox University Microfilms, has been
used successfully by a number of schools,
includ ing Trinity.
NOL PUTNAM has been working three years
as a blacksmith and is located in Madison,
Virginia. His work is largely commission for
firepla£es, lighting arrangements, restoration
work and grills and ballustrades. His wife is a
potter, using white stoneware and porcelain on
which she paints. They have two children:
Elizabeth, age 12, who is crazy over horses, and
Anne, finishing her junior year in high school.
BOB SPIELMAN is a co-pilot for Western
Airlines and flies RF-4s in the Nevada Air
Nationaf Guard. He writes that he is one of the
West's most avid chukar hunters.
CHRIS STURGE is working in the bond
department of Oppenheimer and Company,
New York City.
ANTHONY THURSTON moved back to New

York City <~ftt•r several years in Bronxville, New
York. He has just passed his 14th anniversary at
Grey Advertising and is currently vice presidentmanagement supervisor on the Proctor &
Gamble account. His two children are Lisa, ag(•
10, and Dana, age 6.
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!\OBERT BEAVEN, vice president at
Manufacturers Hanover Trust in New York City,
has been named a district head in the national
division. His responsibilities include supervision
for all corporate and correspondent banking
relationships in Connecticut and New Jersey
Bob, hi' wife, Elise, and their two children live in
Darien, Connecticut, where he is a member of
the representative town government.
CHARLIE BRIDLEY is now a lieutenant
colonel, assigned to Strategic Air Command
Headquarters in the D irectorate of Supply,
Omaha, Nebraska. He received his M.A. in
management from the University of NebraskaLincoln in December of 197,6 and was elected to
Beta Gamma Sigma.
LEE KALCHEIM worl$ed on the CBS Lively
Arts Festival's "Henry Winkler Meets William
Shakespeare" which aired March 20th, and
wrote that he is making a movie for CBS
television with MGM entitled 'The Comedy
Store."
KEN LYONS participated in the first annual
Trinity vs. Alumni basketball game. Ken says
the only older participant was ART POLSTEIN
'58.
BOB SWEET continues to head institutional
investments at Riggs National Bank in
Washington, D.C. Bob spent a week in Seoul,
Kored this past winter as a lecturer in a U.S.
capital markets seminar.
BANKSON RITER has been elected vice
president of the Shawmut County Bank,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Kerry B. Fitzpatrick
73 WhiteSt.
Eatontown, NJ 07724

GORDON RAMSEY has recently become a
partner in the law firm of Purcell, Hansen &
Vdldez, with offices in Washington, D.C. an(i
Boston. He continues to reside in-Wellesley Hills,
Massachusetts.
DICK DRUCKMAN has been promoted to
director of product planning and research at
Squibb in Princeton, New Je rsey.
MIKE PERLMAN writes that he and his wife
Cail
have
moved
to
Northampton,
Massachusetts, where Mike has opened an office
for the practice of psychiatry. (Does that have
any connection with Smith going coed, Mike?)
He continues to teach at Baystate Medical Center
in Springfield, while Gail has passed the bar
exam and opened a law office in Springfield.
DAN THURMAN claims that his migratory
ddys are over, as he and his family have sl'ltled in
Wilmington, Delaware. Dan is executive director
ol the Kutz Home, a non-profit resident facility
for the elderly, while wife, Karin, is woking on
lwr Masters in library science at Drexel in
l'hiladelphia. Dan's new address is 1410 Fresno
Rd., Wilmington, Delaware 19803.
CURTIS TURNER represented the United
States at a 10-week central banking seminar
sponsored by SEANZA countries. (Southeast
Asia, New Zealand, Australia.)
CHARLES KIMBALL recently published his .
nove1 "The Monster From the Middle Class."
With his wife and three children, he has acquired
a home in Centerville, Massachusetts, on Cape
Cod.
DAVE SMITH is serving as a Connecticut
state legislator. Congratulations! He is a pilot for
Eastern Airlines.
GUILIO PASSARELLI continues to teach at
1-lillhous<: High in New Haven, Connecticut
while also going into the travel business,
specializing in luxury escorted tours throughout
the world.
PETE KREISEL has further depleted the ranks
of us bachelors in the Class of '61, taking his
vows this spring. Pete, who was very active in
the New York Alumni Association, has moved to
Burlington, Vermont, working as controller for a
construction equipment firm .
FRED PRINGLE has returned to his nativl'
'- nnnecticut after spending three years in London
with the Coty division of Pfizer. Fred is now vice
presidenf-marketing-international consumer
products division of Pfizer in New York.
lACK PERRY is with Perry Optical Centers,
Connecticut's largest chain of retail optical
slnrt!s.

\.LIL 'JEWBERC is now practicing internal
nwdicin<: and lwmatnlogy in Orlando, Horida
,md wa' n•n·ntly ekct<'d (·hie! of stall of l.ucl'rne
Ceneral 1-lospit.tl. He is living in Mafll·and.
Florida with his will' and thrt>e sons.

KEN CROMWELL sends his best from Ogden,
Utah. Ken keeps active in sports, playing in
amateur golf tournaments around the Rocky
Mountain area. He welcomes any classmates
traveling through the area, pointing out that it is
a natural stopover to or from California. His
.Hldress is: 4368 North 250 Way, Ogden, Utah
''·1404.
KIT ILL!CK is president ol Robert Flemlft):
inc. , a New York City-based subsidiary ol an
English merchant bank of the same name. Kit
relates that he left the law to join this
nternational financing ,1utfit. He's seen the
Norld several times, but he's still personally
.twaiting the finance!
Your new Class Secretary, after serving as
chief financial officer of a New York Stock
Exchange-listed company, has decided to
abandon corporate finance to pursue other
interests. I am acting as a consultant to more
than 20 people engaged in thoroughbred racing
and breeding. Last year at Saratoga, I saw
KENNY LYONS '60, now an attorney near
Albany. Also see RUSSELL JONES '57 often. He
is very active in the formation and growth of the
Pennsylvania
Thoroughbred
Breeders
Association and still rides in steeplechase races,
though everyone knows that his wife Wendy can
outride him any day.
Finally, ROBERT GUERTIN's fa ther AL '22
wrote that he is an associate professor of physics
at Tufts University and conducts research a t
M.I.T. He read two papers at a recent meeting of
the American Physical Society in San Diego,
California.
PETER KILBORN has been named a senior
editor of Newsweek's business section.
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Mr. Barnett Lipkind
432 E. 88th St., Apt. 404
New York, NY 10028

REUNION
LARRY D'OENCH is working for Braniff
International, flying DC-8s to South America.
He is a lieutenant commander in the Coast Guard
Reserve, Larry lives in Fort Lauderdale, Florida
and would be happy to hear from snowbirds or
locals.
OLIVER PERRIN, who is assistant treasurer of
Commercial Credit Company, Baltil:nore,
Maryland , write~ that bu'sines~ will be 'taking
him to London for the next year.
The Rev. RALPH WARREN nas been called to
be rector of St. Paul's Church in Mt. Lebanon,
Pennsylvania. Ralph looks forward to meeting
many of the Trinity alumni in t]:le Pittsburgh
area.
BILL and Kay WOOD wrote to tell us they get
their exercise at paddle tennis and that the whole
family ski cross country. Their son, Randy, is 11,
and daughter, Mitzie, is in the third grade.
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Mr. Timothy F. Lenicheck
152 Willow A venue
Somerville, MA 02144
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Mr. Beverly N. Coiner
150 Katherine Court
San Antonio, TX 78209

KEN ALDRICH writes that along with The
Rev. DICK MOORE, he celebrated the wedding
of JOHN WATSON in Davenport, Iowa.
ROBERT BURGER is practicing hematologyoncology in Norfolk, Virginia. He is associated
with the Eastern Virginia Medical School.
TlM LENICHECK has a new job as vice
president of The Boston Company, Financial
Strategies Group.
JAY NEULANDER is now a rabbi for the
Congregation M'kor Shalom Church and
Fellowship Roads, Mt. Laurel, New Jersey. jay
lives in Cherry Hill, New Jersey and has three
children: Rebecca, Matthew, and Benjamin.
TED SCULL has been promoted to principal of
the middle school of Trinity School in New York
City. He will continue some teaching and
counseling.
STEVE WASHBURN, who is an associate
professor at Temple University, Philadelphia,
spent seven months on sabbatical at the
University of Sussex, England . Steve also spent
some time at the University of Freiburg,
Germany and the University of Coimbra,
Portugal, doing research on organosilicon
chemistry.
TED WRIGHT and his wife, Christine, live on
a seven-acre farm in St. Albans, Maine. He
works as a sales and engineering representative
for Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company of
WeHesley, Massachusetts.

RICHARD BLOOMSTEIN is practicing
orthodontics in Livingston and Middletown,
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New Jersey. He also teaches orthodontics parttime at New York University. He and his wife
have a daughter.
BILL BURNHAM has moved back to New
Canaan, Connecticut and now works as national
marketing manager for The Pepsi Cola
Company, Purchase, New York.
After five years with the Midlantic Bank in
Morristown, New York , JEFF CHANDOR is
now heading up the ~<J,ti~11al __ institutional
options department of Merrill Lynch in New
York City. He says the change has been quite
challenging but is going well so far.
DAVID CURRY recently won a National
Endowment for the Arts Award and has been
invited to YADDO, the writers' colony in
Sara toga Springs, New York for the summer.
David is working on a novel.
KEN FISH is special assistant to the
Commissioner for Elementary and Secondary
Education , Rhode Island Department of
Education. Ken acts as the commissioner's liaison
to the state board of regents.
JOE MARTIRE has been certified by the
American Board of Radiology and Nuclear
Medicine, and is on the staff of Union Memorial
and Johns Hopkins Hospitals in Baltimore. Joe
has about a dozen publications in medical
education, tumor radiology and clinical nuclear
medicine research. He has also begun writing a
sports medicine column for the Baltimore
Evening Sun.
DON McLAGAN has been promoted to senior
vice president of Data Resources, Inc. ,
Lexington, Massachusetts . He will now be
responsible for all DR! client work throughout
the world.
DAN SAKLAD is vice president of personnel
for the New York banking division of Citicorp .
He and his wife, Sheila, have two sons: Danny,
age 10 and Hunter, age 7. Dan lives in
Ridgewood, New Jersey and is active in the
United Way and Little League Baseball.
JIM TWERDAHL has been appointed vice
president of marketing for Jensen Sound
Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois .
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The Rev . David J. Graybill
213 Cherokee Rd.
Hendersonville, TN 37075

ALBERT CRANE has been promoted to
director of daytime sales for CBS-TV in New
York City.
SAM EARNSHAWTives in Icelan Vi ere ~ is
doing .research on the Rizzie Biolinear Ice
Conversion Method.
. LINDSAY HERKNESS, vice president of
Reynolds Securities Inc., New York City, was
featured in an article in Financial World as one of
Wall Street's top brokers.
MARK JOSEPHSON writes he is settled in a
new home in Gladwyne, Pennsylvania. Mark is
assistant professor of medicine at the University
of Pennsylvania and director of the coronary
intensive care unit and the clinical
electrophysiology labora tory. He is currently
writing a book on "Clinical Electrophysiology"
w ith Dr . Stuart Leides. Outside activities include
coaching a community soccer team of 12-yearolds.
CHRISTIAN MESSENGER, professor of
English at Wittenburg University, Springfield,
Ohio, has just published an article about Ring
Lardner. He has published in the Journal of
Popular Culture, and is currently working on a
book about sport in American fiction .
JOE MOORE, a curriculum specialist for the
Child Welfare League of America in New York
City, is working on a curriculum to train foster
parents who take adolescents into their home.
Joe has two children: Emily, age one, and
Melissa, age 11.
LOUIS ROGON is director of therapeutic
radiology at the John F. Kennedy Medical
Center, Edison, New Jersey.
JOHN ROZETT is working with the New
York State Division of the Budget, Policy
Analysis and Review Unit. John has had an
article published, "Racism and Republican
Emergence in Illinois, 1818-1860," in the June
1976 issue of Civil War History. This coming
November he will deliver a paper at the Southern
Historical Association Convention in New
Orleans. John has a son, Joshua, who will
celebrate his first birthday this July 20th.
Word from MERRILL YA VINSKY is that he is
now senior vice president of Walker and Dunlop,
Inc., Washington, D.C. He writes that he ran
into RICK MEYERS and that he and Gail love
Miami, Florida.
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Dr. Randolph Lee
Office of College Counseling
Trinity College
Hartford, CT 06106

So far, no one has responded to my suggestion
in the last column that you let me know of

LOST ALUMNI

The Alumni Office is interested in locating the addresses for the alumni listed
below. If you have information on their whereabouts please contact the Alumni
Office, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106, teL 203-527-3151, ext. 215.
Morris Peterson, M.D. '33
Henry H. Hale '36
William M. Boger '40
Robert P. Harris '41
Wallace M. Webb '42
Loftus B. Cuddy, Jr. '43
Charles L Jones, Jr. '43
Robert Finn' 44
Myles S. Phillips, Jr. '44
Robert 0 . Johnson '46
JohnF. Wright'47
Leonard C. Overton '49
Peter McNally '52
David L Clark III '53
Eugene C. M. Smith '54
Ernest Sternberg '54
Alain R. Roman '55
D. Harvey Chaffee '56
Kenneth W. Eaton '56
Barton Y. Young '56
Frederick Baird '57
Ira H. Grinnell '57
Hermann]. Barron '58
Robert J. Couture '58
Ki-Won Park '59
Graham J. D. Balfour '60
Howard J. Friedman '60
William] . Paterson '60
William C. Sargent '60
Roger E. Borggard '62

classmates from whom we haven't heard in some
time. Again, if you will give me the names of
silent classmates, I will do my best to get in touch
with them and find out what's happening.
We heard late last winter from GEORGE
BYRD who is living in Newburyport,
Massachusetts, where he is vice president in
charge of Western Europe in the International
Qepartment of the State St. Bank and I.wst
Company of Bo_ston .
_ _
_ __
FRANK VINCENT dropped us a note saying
that he has recently relocated in Pomfret Center,
Connecticut, as a result of his recent
appointment to the position of industrial sales
manager for William Prym, Inc., a leading
manufacturer of sewing notions. Frank says that
his job will require that he travel about 50
per cent of his time, but he is glad to be in
Connecticut and pointed out that JOE
HOURIHAN was instrumental in helping him
plan his relocation.
We note from a newspaper article that DAVE
CANTRELL was recently named director of
tennis at the Sea Pines Plantation, a resort
community in Hilton Head Island, South
Carolina. Dave has spent time as a professional
athlete in football as well, having served a short
stint as a place kicker with the New York Jets.
RAY EGAN writes that he is director of
marketing and pharmaceutical veterinary
operations at Bristol Laboratories in Syracuse,
New York. The Eagan's welcomed their third son
(see Births) last February .
Also a new position is LIN SCARLETT, who
was recently promoted to product director of
new disposable pr6ducts for the Johnson &
Johnson Baby Products Company. The Scarlett's
are expecting a second child momentarily and we
will hopefully report on that new addition next
time.
MIKE KEANE, who finished his Ph.D. in
clinical psychology a year ago, is now working
on- a post-doctoral fellowship at Harvard
Medical School with joint appointments at
Children's Hospital and the Judge Baker
Guidance Clinic in Boston. Mike writes that he
has been working with the families of terminally
ill children, doing pre-school and family therapy.
CURT SUPLEE resigned last January from his
position as a speech writer and press aide for
Senator Hubert Humphrey, to take the position
of managing editor of the Washington Post
Sunday Magazine, Potomac. Curt also tells us
that he recently saw DAVE HEILEMANN, who
is working in Washington, D .C. for IBM.
CHRIS HANSEN, who was married last
November (see Marriages) is living in Crown
Point, New York, where he· and his wife are
look ing for a homestead to build a house. Chris
works as a caseworker at the Essex County (New
York ) Department of Social Services, and writes
that they are enjoying the four-season beauty of
that rural Adirondack area.
Your Secretary has been busy this spring as
well. In addition to serving as editor of a new

RichardS. Gallagher '62
Michael B. Long '62
Bruce B. Henry '63
William R. Astman '66
Thomas G . Johnston '66
Lawrence W . Moore '66
David K. Bloomgarden '68
Myron W. McCrensky '68
William H. Mouradian, M.D. '68
Peter]. Sills '68
Stephen E. Hume '69
Robert L Geary '70
Michael C. Edwards '71
William R. Gilchrist '71
Arthur Adams '72
David Appel '72
Michael K. Blanchard '72
Raymond V. De Silva '72
Robert T. Hollister '72
Kent Khtikian '72
Phillip D . Mulvey '72
John W. Wachewicz '72
G. Harvey Zendt '72
Cristina Medina '74
Madge J. Kaplan '75
Katharine E. Ingram '76
Charles E. North MA '67
Thomas B. Me Kean MA '69
Richard M. Jacobs V-12
Richard M. Woolley V-12

professional journal, Environmental Psychology
and Nonverbal Behavior, I was recently elected
president-elect of the Connecticut Psychological
Association. Those should keep me pretty busy
for the summer, and that will also keep me
largely in Hartford, so if you are in town, please
do stop by.

Mr. Tom Safran -r
943 1/z Hilgard Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90024

REUNION
While in San Francisco recently on business, I
ran across JACK CURTIS at an area alumni
function. He's enjoying the Bay Area where he's
working for a large legal firm, Louis 0. Kelso,
Inc. On another trip, this time to the East Coast,
I stopped for 45 minutes in Houston and
telephoned both BILL PASTORE and PETER
RESNICK. Unfortunately, Peter wasn't in. But
for those of you interested, Peter is taking
advantage of the big boom in Houston by
working for a large real estate development
company, HenryS. Miller Co. I did get in touch
with Bill, however. He and his wife, Linda, are
enjoying Houston where Bill serves as director of
a new health maintenance organization .
Also in the Southwest are PAUL KROEKEL
and MARK SHAPIRO . Paul moved to Phoenix
to work on an M.B.A. at Arizona State, while
Mark must be making his mother, not to
mention his wife and new daughter, Jessica
Leona, very happy. He is working as a law clerk
for Sutin, Thayer & Browne, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and recently took both the New Mexico
Bar Exam and Medical Boards.
Moving north but still west, we find DON
BISHOP who was recently promoted from
instructor to assistant professor of history at the
Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs.
The lure of the Southwest Department:
currently a clinical associate in medical oncology
at the University of Rochester (N.Y.), DAVID
GORDON will be joining a group of physicians
in practice of medical oncology and hematology
in San Antonio, Texas, beginning July 1.
More Physicians Department : DOUG
JACOBS is married and has a year-old daughter
named, Carolyn . He has been practicing for
several years with an appointment at the
Harvard Medical School. Currently serving as
director of psychiatric emergency service at
Cambridge Hospital, Doug lives in Wabaw,
Massachusetts. ROBIN TASSINARI also keeps
busy. When he's not playing with his wife and
three children, Robin works more than full-time
with dual appointments at the Albany (N.Y.)
Medical College in the Departments of
Psychiatry and Internal Medicine.
If you're ever in the Groveland, Massachusetts

area and are having trouble with your "pet," you
might see WILL ROSENBAUM who, in addition
to recently marrying Jody Shindler, operates the
Town & Country Animal Hospital.
Also in the Massachusetts Department: ALEX
WHITE wrote that he and his wife, Anne, had
just moved to a beautifully preserved Federalist
House at 6 Elm Street in Byfield. And JEFF
BRADSHAW recently moved from New
Hampshire to Massachusetts where he's working
in hospital administration at St. Vincent's
Hospital in Worcester. Incidentally, his second
son, Tyler, was born there last July 6.
Moving down to Connecticut: CHARLES
PERRIN with his wife and two sons, Gavin and
Jeffrey, recently relocated to Ridgefield.
Back in sunny California is RIC LUDWIG's
wife, Nancy, and their son, Frederick Ludwig III.
Meanwhile, Ric has been away on a ten-month
Mediterranean cruise where he has been working
(?)as a naval pilot.
Finally, late news from BOB BOAS indicates
that he is now assistant United States attorney in
Atlanta, Georgia. Bob's wife is credit manager of
Davison's Department Store and he says they
both enjoy their new jobs very much . They are
the proud parents of their first child (see Births)
and write that he weighed 8 pounds 5 ounces at
birth and is a healthy, happy boy.
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Mr. Joseph L. Reinhardt
1113 Dixon Blvd.
Cocoa, FL 32922

STEPHEN PHILLIPS is practicing obstetrics
and gynecology in Sanford, Florida. He says last
winter was the worst of the century but far better
than the North.
TONY BRYANT is a criminal litigation lawyer·
in Toronto, Canada.
JOHN THIBODEAU, who expects to obtain
his Ph.D. this October, is presently a clinical
psychology intern at the University of Rochester
Medical School.
Since graduating from Harvard Business
School last year, JOHN MILLER has been
working for Digital Equipment Corporation in
printed circuit board manufacturing. Also,
ANDY WATSON graduated from Fordham Law
School last year, and is now a trial lawyer with
Mutual of New York Insurance Company in
New York City.
STUART BLUESTONE has temporarily given
up his law practice and he and his wife are
traveling through most of the developing
eountries of the world for a couple of years.
STU EDELMAN, who is in private practice
and is also clinical instructor in psychiatry at
Harvard Medical School, got together last winter
with GEORGE FOSQUE and TOM NARY for a
week of skiing in Vermont.
ERNEST WILLIAMS received his Ph .D. in
biology from Princeton last year and is now on
the faculty at Wellesley College.
SCOTT MACOMBER will be starting private
practice in plastic surgery in Albany, New York
on July 1st. He has two children, Courtney and
Britta, and one on the way .
GEORGE FOSQUE reports that as soon as his
wife, Heather, and their triplets, Brendon,
Allison, and Fred, are ready to travel, they are
off to Bolivia where he will be a consultant to the
Bolivian government in the area of prison
management and will also be doing graduate
work in behavior modification techniques
through the University of LaPaz. George writes
he saw KEITH MILES, who has left his job,
bought a sailboat and is making preparations for
a global circumnavigation.
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Mr. Frederick A. Vyn
19 Shoreham Club Rd.
Old Greenwich, CT 06870

MICHAEL PECK is practicing law under the
firm name of Peck and Shainess, with offices in
Hartford and Cromwell, Connecticut.
CRAIG MARKERT writes that after passing
his internal medicine boards, working two-three
days a week in an intensive care unit, he has
joined the Laconia Clinic in Laconia, New
Hampshire as a general internist.
FRED UEHLEIN, who practices law in
Newton, Massachusetts, has opened a second
office in Boston. The name of his law firm is
Conrad and Uehlein .
RIC HENDEE has moved out of Manhattan to
Westport, Connecticut, and bought a
lawnmower. He is still with J. Walter Thompson,
New YorJ.; City, and is now account supervisor
on Lever Brothers' Close-Up toothpaste.
KEN PHELPS writes that he is enjoying a
fellowship in nephrology at S.U.N.Y. Downstate
Medical Center, Brooklyn.
PETER CHICK changed jobs last year and is
currently scheduling manager for Coopers and
Lybrand in Boston . He has a new addition to his
house and a happy family of six.
BILL ROSENBLATT starts a plastic surgery
residency this July at Lenox Hill Hospital in New
York City.
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LAURENCE ACH has a new job as assistant
secretary of the General Reinsurance
Corporation in New York City. He is part of a
seven man group managing the company's
investments.
WERNER LOW is doing free-lance writing and
multi-media work while trying to find a
publisher for his novel. His wife, Barbara, is a
free-lance artist/ designer.
OSCAR FORESTER is living in Lincoln,
Nebraska and is TV producer/ director for
University of Mid-America. UMA produces
television courses for college credit for nine
states' Open University systems.
Making a change from New York to Exeter,
New Hampshire is MARK DiBONA. Mark
hopes to develop a hospital related practice
oriented about the handicapped dental patient.
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John L. Bonee III
30 Foxridge Rd.
West Hartford, CT 06107

DAVID AGERTON has received his Ph.D. in
engineering and is now employed by Shell
Development Co. (Shell Oil) in Houston, Texas.
His current project involves an off-shore
engineering problem with respect to the Gulf of
Alaska and Beaufort Sea.
Your Secretary wishes to report that although
the Trinity Club of Hartford's cross-country ski
day, which he and WILLIAM BORCHERT '71
organized, was rained out during February of the
coldest winter in 200 years, one hearty alumnus
did have the gumption to appear: Fightin Jack
Nelson '72, one of the best soccer players Trinity
has seen in a long time! Since the snow cover
appeared to be quite plentiful at the beginning of
April, we may consider having the date a little
later next year.
I was extremely happy to receive so much
news from so many classmates this time. I hope it
will continue and that you will not hesitate to
include in your notes some occasional
inconsequential dribble and irrational ramblings.
Such gems tend to liven up our column.
After a couple of pleasant years in Honolulu
and Los Angeles, ALAN CAINE has returned to
the East to take a position as clinical fellow in
ophthalmology at Harvard Medical School as
well as resident in ophthalmology at
Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary, Boston.
BILL DURKEE says that he is now working at
a wonderful job in architecture at Urban Design
Associates in Pittsburgh and teaching
architectural design at Carnegie-Mellon
University. He graduated from Yale School of
Architecture in 1974 and has been in Pittsburgh
since 1975. Bill says that Trinity was terrific for
him , and I am sure we all feel the same.
The Rev. ROBERT FRANKS was installed on
January 23rd as rector of Christ Episcopal
Church in Sparkill, New York. Bob continues to
reside in New York City.
STEVE HAMIL TON has passed his
architectural examinations and is now a
registered architect in M<l,ssachusetts. He is
working for the medium-sized firm of Perry,
Dean, Stahl & Rogers, the offspring of a merger
of two established Boston firms. He is now
involved in a great deal of renovation,
restoration and preservation architecture in
conjunction with his teaching, book reviewing
and free-lance design work.
After serving as psychology coordinator, JOE
HARM has recently become Division Chairman
of Social & Behavioral Sciences at the University
of South Carolina, Aiken Campus.
DICK HOFFMAN has served as an instructor
of business administration at Cheney State
College in Pennsylvania since he received his
M.B.A. from Wharton in 1973. Since the fall
Dick has lived with his wife, Karin, in a tenant
house on a rolling horse farm in Northern
Maryland . His wi£e te<l.ches French to 1st-8th
graders at the Harford Day School.
RYAN KUHN has more information to add to
my report in the February-March Reporter on
the Reading Room Rest<l.urant which he manages
with his partner, JOHN CHAPIN in Farmington,
Connecticut: the hours are 11:45 a.m. to 2:00
p .m. and 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. , Tuesday
through Saturday, Sunday brunch from 10:30
a.m. to 2:30p.m., <l.nd closed Mondays. Ryan's
message to all alumni: "Come eat your heart
out."
Hola to all of us from CHRISTOPHER
McCARTHY in Chelsea, Vermont. Chris is a
partner at Union Woodworks in Northfield,
Vermont and has moved to a farm where he is
living with an 81-year old farmer. He s<l.ys that
since he moved out of Warren, he doesn't see JIM
SANFORD, GLEN GAZLEY or GEORGE
STEARNS quite so often, but he still
occ<l.sionally hears from them. I hereby request
Glen, George and Jim to pack their tennis rackets
and hiking boots in the back of a Wagoneer and
get on up there to give Chris our best.
RAYMOND McKEE moved to Arlington,
Virginia in March to begin his new job with the

1977 REUNION-HOMECOMING
October 7th, 8th, 9th
Tentative Schedule of Events

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7
9:00am- 5:00pm
11:45am- 1:00pm
1:00pm- 4:00pm
3:00pm
6:30pm
8:00pm

Registration, Alumni Office, 79 Vernon Street
Students available for tours of the Campus
Faculty Dining Room (Hamlin) open to alumni for
lunch
Classes open to alumni. Lists may be obtained in the
Alumni Office
Freshman Trinity vs. Williams Football Game
REUNING CLASS COCKTAIL PARTIES
Friends of Art Memorial Concert
In Memory of Clarence Barber
Classical Guitarist Eliot Fisk
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Center

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8
9:00am -11:00 am
9:15am
9 :30am- 10:40 am
10:45 am

11:00am
11:30am
11:45 am- 1:30pm

!2:30pm
1:30pm
4:00pm
4:00pm- 6:00pm
6:45pm- 7:30pm
7:30pm
9:30pm- 1:00am

Coffee and Registration in the Austin Arts Center
Phi Beta Kappa Meeting, McCook Library
ADMISSIONS PANEL
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Center·
"NEPAL: THE KALI GANDAKI AND STUDENTS
TOO"
,
President Lockwood's Slide Show
Cinestudio
Women's Field Hockey Game- Trinity vs. Western
Connecticut
Soccer Games - JV and VARSITY - Trinity vs.
Williams
BUFFET LUNCHEON, Field House (Alumni are also
invited to bring their own lunches. Free beer, soda
and coffee will be provided.) REGISTRATION
MOVES TO THE FIELD HOUSE.
Cross Country Tri-Meet- Trinity vs. Williams and
Union
Football game, Trinity vs. Williams
Carillon Concert
POST-GAME RECEPTION, Austin Arts Center
Cocktails, Mather Campus Center
ANNUAL REUNION-HOMECOMING DINNER,
Mather Campus Center
Dancing
Entertainment by the Trinity Pipes

SUNDAY, OCTOBER9
!O:OOam

1932
1937
1942
1952

Eucharist with Commemoration of
Alumni
Preacher: The Rev. Richard L. Aiken '52

D ecease d ~

GENERAL CHAIRMAN Richard P. Monis
CLASS CHAIRMEN
Julius Smith
45th
1957
Paul B. Marion
A. Harry Sanders
40th
1962
C. Baird Morgan, Jr.
Donald]. Viering, Sr.
35th
1967
Robert E. Brickley and
Douglas G. Jacobs
David R. Smith
25th
1972
Donald J. Viering, Jr.

Internal Revenue Service. He is <l.n attorney in
the Tax Court Litigation Division at the office of
the chief counsel.
JOSEPH MARYESKI is serving as a captain in
the U.S. Air Force at Little Rock Air Force Base.
He writes: "Honored to have attended Trinity congratulations to the football team."
DAVID MOSS, the best jazz drummer Your
Secretary has ever heard, is on concert tour with
dancer Steve Paxton and is giving percussion and
voice concerts all over the East. He is a member
of the Vermont Council of Arts Touring Artists
Group and has made a record with Baird Hersey.
PETER OR GAIN is living with his wife, Carol,
in Thetford Center, Vermont with their 2 1/z year
old son, Nathan. He says that he enjoys a very
pleasant architecture and construction practice in
South Stratford, Vermont. He is among the
peace and quiet of the Vermont woods and good
friends, and he had enough dry wood to make it ·
through April. He is even "lucky enough to not
own a dog."
ANDREW STUART will finish his residency
in internal medicine at Roosevelt Hospital in
New York City in June. He will then go into
practice on Fisher's Island which is off the coast
of New London, Connecticut. He invites all of us
to drop in for a while. His new phone number is
with the Alumni Office.
Since graduating from Boston College Law
School in 1974, ELLIOTT WEINSTEIN has been
a public defender with the Massachusetts
Defenders' Committee in Lynn, Massachusetts.
Elliott is presently residing in Cambridge.
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PETER ADAMS is at the Harvard Business
School and when we heard from him he was

20th
15th

lOth
5th

looking for a job on the West Coast for the
summer.
JOHN AYRES has finished his first year as an
orthopedic resident at the Mayo Clinic.
By now we hope JEFF CLARK has found a job.
He has just finished graduate study in
environmental education at Cornell.
ANDY FRENCH says he managed to get
through the entire bicentennial year without
earning a single taxable dollar. Andy will accept
all contributions.
SUSAN GRACE now works for International
Product Management for Avon Products in New
York City.
JONATHAN MILLER was looking forward to
his graduation June 1st from Princeton
Seminary. Armed with his Master of Divinity,
Jon will be assuming an assistant pastor position
at the First Presbyterian Church in Red Bank,
New Jersey.
ROD KEBABIAN , after four years in the
Navy, now works as an electronics assembler.
BOB HAAS received his M.B.A. from
Wharton last December, and has joined the audit
staff of Arthur Andersen and Company in
Philadelphia.
CLIFTON McFEELY has a new job with
Actmedia in New York City. He and his wife are
the proud parents of a girl, Ellie, who celebrated
her first birthday this May.
BILL MONT AGUE currently works in
Chatham, Massachusetts as a commercial
fisherman.
PETER HARTMAN works for Data General
Corporation, Westboro, Massachusetts as a
technical writer. Peter is now backing up Robert
Gear, steel guitar and Dobra artist on Physical
Records.
Actor-comedian CHIP KEYES' play "Easy
Outs or the Adventures of Alphonse on the Lam"
made its debut in January in New York. This is
his first full-length effort.
JOE PRATT is now responsible for managing

existing customer relationships in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and Long Island for the Provident
National Bank, as well as business development
in those areas.
LOUISE RISKIN is a psychotherapist in
private practice in New York City. For the past
two years she has been talking to shopping bag
ladies who are homeless and live on the streets of
the city. She is producing a videotape on their
lives and had a one hour interview on WBAI-FM
radio. She is also investigating sex discrimination
in social services for the homeless and designed a
lawsuit, now in progress with New York Civil
Liberties, which sues the City of New York for
unequal protection of these women. Her book on
the subject is also in progress.
DAVID SAMPlE is dean of students at King
School , Stamford, Connecticut.
BILL SCHWERT has been appointed assistant
professor of finance and econometrics at the
Graduate School of Management , University of
Rochester. He and his wife , Cam, have bought a
house in the countryside outside Rochester.
BILL TINGLEY is manager of Riverrun
Outfitters in Falls Village, Connecticut,
providing canoes, kayaks and camping gear
along the Housatonic River . Bill wrote he was
looking forward to another whitewater racing
season with his partner, Nic Osborn, brother of
ELIOT OSBORN. Their record last year was two
firsts, two seconds, two thirds in six starts.
TOM DiBENEDETTO is now our Class
Agent.
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Jeffrey L. Kupperman, M.D.
1600 Esplanade, #3
Redondo Beach, CA 90277

REUNION
After having practiced law for a year in
Lowell, Massachusetts, RICHARD JACOBSON
is now on the corporate legal staff of General
Electric Credit Corporation in Stamford,
Connecticut.
MALCOLM WOADE is working for
Metropolitan Life in Bridgeport, Connecticut,
and is living in Fairfield, Connecticut.
HARVEY DANN IV left the National Bank of
Westchester to join his family's insurance
brokerage business, Harvey Dann Co., Inc. ,
New York City.
PETER WHEELWRIGHT is also working in
l ~ew York C1ty as an arc itect.
DAVID STRIMAITIS is employed by En~rgy
Resources
Company
in
Cambridge,
Massachusetts and spent the winter months on
the stormy North Atlantic collecting
oceanographic and meteorological data in _..
support of the environmental benchmark study
of Georges Bank. He lives in Medfield,
Massachusetts with his wife, Jane.
ARTHUR BLACK has accepted a new contract
in the Virgin Islands to begin work on a new
International House of Pancakes chain. His
company, A .O. Black III Enterprises, has also
acquired NELSON (Cannonball) ADLER to be
chief kitchen engineer to flip the flapjacks. Art's
wife, Melisa, and their two-year-old boy, little
Sputzie, are all looking forward to a warm next
few years.
BRUCE McWILLIAMS writes that he is
" terribly excited" after finishing his first year at
Yale's School of Architecture.
OLIVIA HENRY is living in Concord, New
Hampshire.
She is doing individual
psychotherapy with court committed men found
not guilty of felonies by reason of insanity . She
writes all is well with her photography,
traveling, gardening, yoga, dance, and last but
not least, work .
Newly married (see Weddings) HAM CLARK
still works as a college counselor at Pomfret
(Connecticut) School, where his wife, Ceci is an
English teacher.
ELLIOTT ROBERTSON is a member of the
ski team and vice president of the Virgin Island
Ski Shop in Dillon, Colorado.
BAYARD FIECHTER, a member of the
Philadelphia Cricket Club and the Racquet Club,
was recently promoted to senior trust officer of
Provident National Bank.
For the past five years, MICHAEL NOBBS has
been working with Citibank in its London office.
Among recent visitors were DAVE SAMPLE '71,
HENRY SMITH, DOUG LAKE, and NORM
BARDEEN. Norm and JOHN KILEY sailed from
Gibraltar to the West Indies. Mike will return to
America for a two-year assignment with
Citibank's head office in New York. He writes
that he would love to hear from any Trinity and
Psi Upsilon friends.
DOYLE COOPER is working at Benton and
Bowles, Inc. in New York City and living in
Pelham, New York.
STEVE SYL VESTRO and his wife, Debbie,
have bought a house in West Warren (the
Wellesley of Western Massachusetts) and are still
working at Eagle Hill School, Hardwick,
Massachusetts. They have a three-year-old son,
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Christopher. Steven says he often moonlights as
a judge for amateur night at Mickey Greene's.
BARBARA OSTROW lives in London and
works as a music therapist for severely
subnormal children at the Golden Leigh
Hospital.
JEFFREY MEADE has begun a part-time MBA
program at Boston University and will graduate
in1980.
ROBIN ROGERS is liv ing in Arlington,
Massachusetts and teaching first and second
grade in Belmont. In spare time , she does a lot of
folk music and dance in the Cambridge area, and
will be going to Ireland and England this summer
for hiking , camping, and more music.
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Lawrence M. Garber
1245 Elizabeth St.
Denver, CO 80206

Have heard from many these past few weeks.
GARRY PLAGENHQEF has moved to Maine
and is in charge of payroll systems at the
prestigious Maine National Bank in Portland.
RUTH ANNE McSORLEY TAYLOR is now a
mother, unemployed and living in Darien,
Connecticut, where her husband , Andy, has a
position with AMF, those leisure time people .
From south of the Mason-Dixon line, GENE
POGANY sends word that he's finishing his
second year in a Ph.D. clinical psychology
program at the University of Tennessee.
While in Boston, go see JOAN MALA TESTA
at the girls' department of Jordan Marsh
Company. She also recently played the lead in
"Lili" during the musical carnival and is singing
at a Boston nightclub.
More from Boston NICK LAZARES
graduated from Boston University Law School,
and now practices there. GEORGE GONYER is
completing his final year at Harvard Business
School.
RICK
MARKOVITZ,
press
representative for Universal Pictures, recently
saw Governor Dukakis' reelection wizard, one
GEORGE BACHRACH .
From the world of medicine: PETER
DiCORLETO has completed year No. 2 at
UConn Medical 'School. CHARLES NORRIS and
wife, GWEN PARRY '75, live in Philadelphia
(horne of Dr. J and Big George) . He will go into
otorhinolaryngology (ear, nose, and throat) after
graduating in May from UPenn Med. Gwen
balances the books for a Phily investment bank,
Blyth, Eastmann, Dillon and Company. MITCH
CHARAP, now married to Karen Kilrnore, is
due to graduate from NYU Med this summer and
Pl~f\S~ '!.,.._rn.~d!ciru> jp t~rnship and residen~;y_, at
Bellevue· in New York City . For psychiatric help ,
see MARK FINGER who starts his residency this
summer.
STAN TWARDY, JR. is practicing law in
Greenwich, Connecticut. MIKE SAUNDERS is
working in Washington , D .C. at the Department
of Transportation. JOHN SUROVIAK is an
accountant at the Old Stone Bank in Providence,
Rhode Island. ALAN· ZIMMERLE was elected
president and chairperson of the Board of CRC
Massachusetts Employees Federal Credit Union,
Wilmington, Massachusetts.
LEONARD HEINRICH is still involved in
optical equipment sales throughout New
England. This past year he has been assistant to
Dr. Francis Moore, Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,
Boston .
The Daily Argus in Mt. Vernon, New York
has as its city editor NEAL GOFF.
The POOLES, MALCOLM and RUTH, now
live in Yarmouth, Maine. By this ' reading, there
should be three Pooles.
LARRY PISTELL has an M.A. from the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy and is
looking for a job in the international business or
development field.
·
GEORGEMAXTED says he's not engaged but
wishes he was. He, too, is soon to be called Doc
and will be a resident in family medicine at Duke
University .
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James A. Finkelstein '74
50-56 Broadlawn Park- Apt. 306
Chestnut HilL MA 02167

HARRY HELLER has survived the torments of
medical school and· reports that he is graduating
from New York Medical College and will begin
internship at the New York University Medical
Center (Bellevue-University Hospital) . He looks
forward to living in New York City after his
marriage (see Weddings) .
ADELAIDE SHAPROTH PRUDDEN was
married to Steve Prudden in Aspen, Colorado on
June 12, 1976. Ushers were ROBERT COITH '73,
ROBERT HAFF '73, DAVE BROWN '73, and
FRANK FARWELL '73. Bridesmaids were
CARRIE HOLLINGSWORTH, LIBBY BEERS '75
and NADA POST.
SAM GIDDING is currently finishing his third
year at Rutgers Medical. Sam requests that all
unwanted money be sent to 95 Brookline
Avenue, Somerset, New Jersey 08873. Friendly
correspondence will also be accepted.
RON WEISSMAN will be graduating from

New York Medical College in June. On July 1st
he will start an internship in internal medicine at
The Long Island Jewish Hospital. MARGIE
HUOPPI is working for a veterinarian at an
animal hospital in Stamford, Connecticut and is
also doing private tutoring.
LeVAUN GRAULTY is currently the director
of the Learning Center of Berkshire Country Day
School in Lenox, Massachusetts. The job
involves teaching and administrating and
appears to keep LeVaun quite happy. She is also
working towards a Master's in Educational
Psychology at American International College in
Springfield, Massachusetts. If all goes well, she
expects to receive the M.A. this August.
JIM KNIGHT starts his surgery internship this
July at Baylor College of Medicine affiliated
hospitals in Houston. MALCOLM DAVIDSON
is still working at the Fenn SchooL Concord,
Massachusetts, teaching math and history to 6th
and 7th graders. He anticipates beginning law
school in September.
PAULA COLANGELO spent the winter as an
EPSTI certified cross country instructor at
Eastern Mountain Sports in Jackson, New
Hampshire. This summer she will be a guide leading hikes for the Appalachian Mountain
Club in the White Mountains.
WESLEY SAGER cofounded a new company
in Greenwich, Connecticut called Think
Associates. They conduct in-service training
programs for public school teachers, K-12, and
are sponsored by Fairfield University's Graduate
School of Education who awards three credits to
participants. Wesley reports that this year they
will be concentrating their efforts in Darien,
Ridgefield, New Canaan, Connecticut and
Pelham, New York.
JILL SIL YERMAN writes that she is currently
working on a Ph.D. at The City University of
New York in theatre history and criticism. She
also teaches dance history at CCNY and C.W .
Post and is writing for Dance Magazine.
DUNCAN SMITH's work for Bose
Corporation has moved him and his wife, Anne,
to Harpenden, Hertshire, in England, which is
fifteen miles north of London. He travels
throughout south-central England, and has been
to Iceland twice on business. Duncan writes that
any friends corning to London are welcome to try
and catch him at horne - 8 Connaught Road.
JEAN WIERZBICKI is enrolled in the Practical
Nurse Education Program at Hartford Hospital
(also see Engagements).
ED HEIDERICH graduates from The Wharton
School, University of Pennsylvania, this June
= and- after s<>me traveling and relaxation, will
begin a career with Arthur Andersen and
Company as a specialist in administrative
services in their Philadelphia office . CHRIS
WRIGHT graduates from Case Western Reserve
Law School this June and after a summer
marriage, plans to settle in the Philadelphia area.
DON HAWLEY will be working for the First
National Bank of Boston this summer as he takes
a break in his educational pursuits at Harvard
Business School. In June, Your Secretary moves
to Boston to continue his work for Towers,
Perrin, Forster and Crosby. Please keep in touch
- this column for the Class of '74 was quite
newsy . Note the new address to which you may
direct any and all correspondence. Have a good
summer.
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Mr. Gary Morgans
638 Independence Ave. SEH2
Washington, DC 20003

Taking time out from a pleasant mint julep
afternoon on the south lawn of the Capitol, I
herewith present the accumulated news about
our class:
CHARLIE CHARUVASTR received his MBA
from Marshall University in Huntington, West
Virginia last month; and will very shortly return
to Thailand. Charlie spent his first year of
business school at Washington University in St.
Louis before transferring last summer to
·Marshall. He will be working in the financial
field, and invites all Trinity people to give him a
call if they're ever in Thailand. Charlie's address
will be 48 Sukhurnvit Soi 31, Bangappi,
Bangkok, Thailand.
Other business school students Charlie has
been in touch with include TOM GOLDBERG,
who received his MBA this May from
Washington University. RON WILLIAMS and
TOM RICKS are doing fine at the University of
Chicago, and should have received their MBA's
as well. STEVE HIRSCH was working part-time
at Equity Insurance in New York City, and now
holds his MBA from New York University.
KIYOSHI
MATSUMI graduated from
Northwestern University Business School this
spring, and has returned to his native Japan to
work for Mitsubishi's trading division in Tokyo.
A cornucopia of information, Charlie also
writes that JOHN LYNHAM is now an assistant
branch manager for American Security & Trust
Co. in Washington, D.C. ROY GRIMM is
working as a sales representative with General
Insurance on Wall Street in New York City.

FRANK VILLANI just finished his second year of
law school in Los Angeles, and is in London for
the summer working with a British law firm.
Enjoying a slightly different lifestyle is
VICTOR FEIGENBAUM. Vic has recently
opened Blum's Wines & Spirits shop at
Westfarms Mall in West Hartford, and notes that
it is already highly rated among wine shops in
the east. Vic invites all Trinity folk to stop by
and say hello.
HOLLY ROBINSON is currently attending the
Northwestern School of Law at Lewis & Clark
College in Portland, Oregon, and says that all
passersby are welcome. To the south is former
fellow Jones pit dweller, PETER LURIA, who
just fin ished his second year at California
Western School of Law in San Diego . Peter
clerked in the Land Use Planning Division of the
San Diego County Counsel's office last summer.
ENZO and KATHY WALSH HOEG have
departed from Columbia University, and now
live in tropical Houston, Texas . Kathy has
transferred to the University of Texas, where she
is finishing up her MBA. Zeon, who reportedly
has changed his name to "Stewart," received his
MBA from Columbia last December, and is now
working in Houston. Kathy and Nzoe celebrated
their first anniversary last month. CHET DERR
is presently working as a design engineer for the
Kimberly Clark Corp . in Neenah, Wisconsin,
near Lake Winnebago.
JIM KIRSCHNER is now employed by
Outdoor Travel Camps/ Trailside Programs,
year-round outdoor educational programs based
in Killington, Vermont. In the spring and fall Jim
works with the Trailside Outdoor Educational
Program, a five-day school group project in
environmental studies and group living. He spent
the winter working at Trailside Ski Lodge. This
summer Jim will be traveling for eight weeks on
one of the Outdoor Travel Camps' expeditions
either in New England or in the western USA.
Sounds pretty rough!
From the Garden State GAIL MARDFIN
STARKEY writes that she and husband ROB '74
have moved onto the campus of Delbarton
School in Morristown, New Jersey, where Rob is
an art teacher. Gail is working on her Masters in
Fine Arts and teacher certification at Montclair
State College. She notes that they live only a
couple of minutes from DOUGIE CLERK, who is
a mental health technician at Morristown
Memorial Hospital.
Nearby, JAY MORGAN is· employed as a
customer services representative at Eastern Steel
Barrel Corp. in Piscataway, New Jersey, a lovely
township on the R-aritan River, and bi·rthplace of
Joyce Kilmer. Jay is also coaching a soccer team
for 11-13 year olds in East Brunswick, and will be

getting married in the fall . He says he gets to see
CHRIS JENNINGS '76, JEFF KELTER '76, GINO
BARRA '76, CURT BEAUDOIN, RICK BRADY
'76, PETE MINDNICH and others on occasion,
and is enjoying himself despite being in the
business world.
That very Peter Mindnich himself writes of his
marriage (see Weddings). Peter completed the
management trainee course at Chase Manhattan
Bank's midtown office, and is living in
Manhattan.
JEFF CLARK is now a social worker at the
Correctional Institute in Annandale, New Jersey.
Jeff is running group sessions and providing
individual counseling, working with prisoners of
all ages and criminal backgrounds. Jeff writes
that he is being constantly challenged and finds
the work interesting.
CRUGER JOHNSON is presently co-director
of Roots, the crisis and counseling center of the
Hartford area. Cruger is getting his Masters in
counseling from Antioch College in Keene, New
Hampshire.
In Greenwich, Connecticut, LEA INGERSOLL
SYL VESTRO is still working at Eagle Hill
School, along with her husband DAVID '74.
Also working at Eagle Hill are JANICE
DICKENS and ANN TULCIN KATES.
CONSUELO PROUT is teaching English and
reading at the Marvelwood School in Cornwall,
Connecticut. Consuelo also does admissions
counseling and coaches sports. She notes that
famed Trinity half-miler, MARTY DODD, is
also at Marvelwood, teaching math and science,
and coaching cross country.
Slightly to the north, ROBERT ANDRIAN is
enjoying his second year teaching history and
coaching at the Loomis Chaffee School in
Windsor, Connecticut. Bob has been promoted
to head coach in soccer and assistant head in
baseball.
ELLEN HUMPHREYVILLE McGUIRE has
quit her job at Chemical Bank in New York, and
has moved to New London, Connecticut, where
at latest word she was looking for a new job. She
and her husband, Jim, were married last August,
and are presently in the process of restoring their
Victorian house . Ellen notes that DEBBIE
DONAHUE was a bridesmaid at the wedding
last year. Debbie herself writes that she is
assistant personnel director for the Little, Brown
& Co. , the publishing firm in Boston,
Massachusetts.
Also in Boston, ROBERT FERN ALDis trading
municipal notes at First National Bank of
Boston. Rob has a half year remaining in the
Coast ·Guard-Reserve, and- is-still playing soccer.
Rob is rooming with GENE SHEN '76, and says
that he's enjoying Boston. In nearby Wellesley,
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·PAUL CHAR OW is pursuing his MBA at Babson
College.
Since September FRAN CONGDON has been
teaching in a class for multi-handicapped
students in Natick, Massachusetts. In January
she completed a Masters in Education at Boston
College, and has started to look for a teaching
position.
In Bloomington, Indiana, NANCY MOORE is
pursuing an M.A. in folklore at the Folklore
Institute of Indiana University. ANN FEIN
LEVEILLE is a second year student in human
development at the University of Chicago, and at
last word several months ago was preparing to
take her qualifying exams.
RON DALEY is living in Philadelphia and has
been promoted to supervisor of customer
relations for Automatic Data Processing, a large
data services firm. Ron is also in an MBA
program in data processing-actuarial sciences at
the University of Pennsylvania. Ron is living at
301 S. 19th St., Apt. 4B, in Philadelphia, and
says that he'd love to hear from any old Trinity
friends.
Enjoying the thrills of being a law student in
our nation's capital, KIP IMLAY recently
finished his second year at American University.
Kip is working at the law firm of Rayson,
Barbour and Morella in nearby Chevy Chase,
Maryland, primarily in the field of hospital and
college & university law, and is eagerly awaiting
the onset of his last year. He would like to hear
from '75 alums, and in that true Olney spirit
wishes everyone well.
PAT CENTANN! has been appointed
administrative assistant to the mayor of
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Have a pleasant summer, and drop a short line
about the paths you're following.

76

Mr. Eugene Shen
468Park Dr.
Boston, MA 02215

It's hard to believe that a year has passed and
another class has graduated from dear old Trin .
Many people from '76 have written me in the
past few months to tell me what that year did for
them.
MARGIE JOHNSON is working in
Washington , D.C. as a research assistant for the
Bureau of Social Science Research. She often sees
'Trinners" in Baltimore- JACK ORRICK who's
working as a paralegal, RICK SIEGLER, ROGER

BOWIE and HOWIE KRUGER.
WAYNE SOKOLOSKY is still showing new
moves to those European basketball players and
hoping to move up into Division I or II
competition. He's been given a Fiat and a rentfree apartment as little "incentives" that make
living so far from home a bit easier.
GREG SCHIEMAN is working as a senior lab
technician in the Division of Endocrine and
Metabolic Diseases (Whew!) at Rutgers Medical
School in Piscataway, New Jersey.
DAVID HENDERSON is playing drums
professionally with the Mary Gray Band and
working at K & L Sound in Watertown,
Massachusetts with GREG GARRITT '75. They
reside in a house at 19 Cross Street in West
Newton and welcome all Trinity people who
pass through the area (965-3933) .
MIKE GILMAN is still doing very well
working with the economic consulting firm of
Data Resources, Inc . in New York.
DAVID MERIWETHER finished his freshman
year at the University of Cincinnati Medical
School. He was involved in a surgical rotation.
GEOFFREY LEE received a 25¢ hour raise at
the factory he works in in Bedford Stuyvesant,
Brooklyn, New York. He says the people there
seem to be impressed when he tells them he went
to Trinity, but he also doesn' t think any of them
understand English.
MARYANN CREA is working as a volunteer
for the Christian Appalachian Project in
Lancaster, Kentucky.
RICHIE HOTES finished his first year medical
studies at Columbia University in New York
where his wife ANDREA (nee SILVER) also
worked.
BETSY and JIM LENAHAN are now living in
Rocky Hill, Connecticut after a short stay in
Raleigh, North Carolina.
RICK SCHWEIKERT is working as a planneranalyst for the Penobscot County Manpower
Administration, a CET A Prime Sponsor in
Bangor, Maine .
KAREN JEFFERS says she's very happy in
New York, but buried in yellow legal paper and
law books.
MISSY WENDER is at Worcester Polytechnic
Institute getting a Masters in biomedical
engineering and also working at the Worcester,
Massachusetts Foundation for Experimental
Biology doing brain-sleep research.
NANCY KAMINSKI (nee BOCK) had a son in
July 1976 and now lives in Michigan.
BOB PETERSON continues in the PLACE
program of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co. in
New York City. He is now attending NYU -to

receive an MBA in accounting.
BOB ARANSON finished his first year at
Tufts Medical School in Boston.
JIM DEVERY is employed as a junior
development engineer at Leybold Heraeus
Vacuum Systems. He was married to Maria
Finochiaro in November.
WENDA HARRIS is in New York working as
promotion director of American Home
Magazine.
TERRY BLAKE is working in the Direct
Placement Department at the Equitable Life
Assurance Society.
KENZIE CARPENTER is well on her way
toward a career in television journalism while
working in Washington for Martin Agronsky ,
the political correspondent for Public Television.
She says the work is fascinating.
ABBIE COLLIER moved from Boston in
February to work in the Personal Investmen t
Management Group of Bankers Trust in New
York.
CUYLER OVERHOLT is completing his first
year at the University of Virginia Law School.
ELIZABETH BOLES is working at the
Cambridge (Massachusetts) Trust Company in
Harvard Square. Living with her is NANCY
MOTLEY.
BOB PICKARD and his ·wife, Nancy, are
living in Rhode Island. Bob writes he hopes to
own and operate his own tractor trailer rig some
day.
ANNE BROWN is living in New York and is in
the Features Department of Glamour Magazine.
She recently appeared in a jogging layout herself!
DANA FAULKNER of Hartford won second
place in an 18-college essay contest. His essay
topic dealt with the freedom of expression and
prior restraint.
Returning to her home ground, Philadelphia
and squash, CAROL MONAGHAN recently
began working at a new squash club in a
promotional and public relations capacity.
KENT ALLEN and SUSAN (nee EVERTS) are
now traveling across country after their marriage
in May. They will be living in Guilford ,
Connecticut.
PAULA GALIETTE and Your Secretary will
be married on July 23rd. Paula is presently
working in the Boston office of Kuhn Loeb &
Co., investment bankers. I am a summer intern
in the International Banking Group of Citibank
in New York City.
It was great to hear from everyone in the past
few months. Please keep the good news rolling
in, and above all, please don't forget the Alumni
Fnnd to-keep 'f-rirrgcring-s!Tong-as ever!
MASTERS
1949

=

KURT WEINBERG has added the
following to his list of publications: The
Figure of Faust in Valery and Goethe,
Princeton University Press, 1976; 'The
Impact of Ancient Greece and French
Classicism on Nietzsche's Concept of
Tragedy" in Nietzsche and the Classical
Tradition, (University of North Carolina
Studies in the Germanic Languages and
Literatures, Nr. 85). Chapel Hill, 1976;
and "Paul Valery: L'Insinuant," in Die
moderne franzosische Lyrik, ed. Walter
Pabst, Erich Schmidt Verlag, Berlin, 1976.
1950 HOWARD CARL has been promoted to
vice president and trust officer, Bay/ Bank
Merchants, New Bedford, Massachusetts.
He has three children: Lisa, a junior at
Russell Sage College; Victor, a freshman
at Chatham College; and Ralph , a
sophomore at Tabor Academy.
1953 JOHN NYSTROM , president of Bennett
College, has been awarded an honorary
degree (LL.D.) from Hobart and William
Smith Colleges.
1955 DEBORAH ELKINS is the author of a
new book entitled, Teaching Literature:
Designs for Cognitive Development,
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill,
1976.
DAVE BREWER is completing his first
yea r as a scout with The Washington
Capitals, covering N.H.L. in New York,
Long Island, Philadelphia and Boston, as
well as A.H.L. in Springfjeld, New Haven
and Providence, and W .H.A. in Hartford
with infrequent college tournaments as
well.
1956 FRANCES WIATROWSKI has been on
the faculty of Nauset Regional High, on
lower Cape Cod, for the past three years
as a reading specialist. She writes her
three children are in school on the Cape
and they enjoy the environment.
1964 MARILYN MALINA, who earned her
Ph.D. in English at the University of
Virginia, is teaching at the University of
Rhode Island.
1965 DON BURNESS is busy in the publishing
area with articles in CLA Journal , Ba
Shiru Luso-Brazilian Review, Research in
African Literatures. He chaired a panel
and presented a paper at the African Lit.

1966

1969

1970

1972

1975

Association Conference in Madison ,
Wisconsin this past March, and will
present a paper on "Africa Recaptured an Essay on African Literature," Amos
Fortune Lecture series, this summer. His
second book, Fire: Six Writers from
Angola, Mozambique and Cape Verde, is
due to be published this summer by Three
Continents Press.
ALAN FLYNN is headmaster at the
Rocky Hill School , East Greenwich,
Rhode Island. His wife, Emi, is a reading
consultant at Rocky Hill. They have
moved into a new house on the campus
overlooking Narragansett Bay. Their so n,
Alan Ill, attends grade four , and
daughter, Sarah, attends grade three.
ANTHONY CARRENO has acquired his
Ph.D. from Yale and is currently assistant
professor in romance languages at
Columbia University.
BOB BASKIN is vice president of
Yankelovich, Skelly & White, a market
and public opinion research firm in New
York City.
RALPH ARCARI is the new chief of the
Lyman Maynard Stowe Library at the
University of Connecticut Health Center
in Farmington, Connecticut.
The Rev. ROGER WILLIAM SMITH has
resigned as dean of the Cathedral Church
in Kalamazoo and is now rector of the
Church of the Holy Spirit, Wayland,
Massachusetts .
ANNE VALENTINE MACKIEWICZ is
chairperson of the English Department of
Pulaski Senior High School in New
Britain, Connecticut.
DAVID BRAUTIGAM is a social studies
teacher at the Stowe School, Stowe,
Vermont.
V-12

ROSS LEGLER, who lives in Weymouth ,
Massachusetts, is manager of Wells Yachts Inc.
in Hingham, Massachusetts .
HONORARY
1962

The Rt. Rev. J. WARREN HUTCHENS,
Bishop of Connecticut, presided over the
193rd Annual Convention of the Diocese
of Connecticut in May. This will be
Bishop Hutchens, last regular convention
as Diocesan Bishop. He has submitted his
---"~-,resignation-effective A:ug~o~5t 31st. •~
1964 KINGHAM BREWSTER, president of
Yale University, has been named
ambassador to Great Britain by President ~
Carter. He was honored by Yale with the
awarding of an honorary degree at their
commencement this May.
1976 Urban expert FRANK S. JONES , Ford
Professor of Urban Affairs a t the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
returned to Trinity this spring as speaker
at the annual Business, Industry and
Government Dinner.

IN MEMORY
GEORGE CLEVELAND CAPEN, 1910
George C. Capen of West Hartford, a reti red
officer of Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.
and an active Trinity Alumni Association
member, died April13 in Hartford Hospita l.
Born November 4, 1886 in Bloomfield,
Connecticut, he lived in the Hartford area all his
life. He was graduated from Trinity in 1910.
Mr. Capen joined Connecticut General in
1913, and in 1921 he became assistant
superintendent of agencies. He retired in 1953.
While at Trinity, he was president of the
student senate, his senior class and the Athletic
Association . He was a member of the football
and basketball teams, and the Delta Kappa
Epsilon fraternity.
In 1954, Mr. Capen was one of the first alumni
to receive the Medal of Excellence. In 1974 he
received th e Eigenbrodt Cup, Trinity's highest
alum ni award .
He was past president of the Trinity National
Alumni Association and was a former alumni
trustee, a former Senior Fellow, chairman of the
Alumni Fund and class agent.
For many years, he was fund-raising chairman
of the Greater Hartford committee for the
Connecticut Institute for the Blind and was a
former member of the executive committee of the
Charter Oak Council of the Boy Scouts of
America .
Mr. Capen was a merriber of the Sons of the
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American Revolution, the University Club of
Hartford. and the Hartford Golf Club . He
<1ttended Trinity Church in Hartford.
Mr. Capen is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Elizabeth Beach Capen; two stepsons, Llewellyn
Powell and Charles B. Powell; a stepdaughter,
Mr,. Joseph S. Grover; and seven stepgrandchildren .
HAROLD NELSON CONOVER CHRISTIE,
1911
Harold N.C. Christie died February 28 at the
Point Pleasant Hospital, New Jersey. He is
survived by his wife, Mrs. Estella Whitehill
Christie of Brick Town, New Jersey.
Born June 22, 1889 in Point Pleasant Beach, he
attended Point Pleasant Beach Grammar and
High Schools and the Asbury Park (New Jersey)
High School prior to entering Trinity College
from which he received a Bachelor of Science
degree with honors. While at Trinity he was
president of the senior class. a member of Delta
Kappa Epsilon fraternity , and a member of the
track team. He was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
He began his long career as a teacher in the
Asbury Park High School in 1914 and retired
as head of the Mathematics Department in 1951.
He coached football, basketball and track.
Mr. Christie's CIVIC activities included
membership on the Board of Education in Brick
Town, the Boro Council and Zoning Board in
Point Pleasant Beach, and was also Boro Tax
Collector, Boro Treasurer and custodian of
school funds. Mr. Christie was an active member
of the Point Pleasant Presbyterian Church and of
state and local retired teachers' associations.
OSCAR MONRAD, 1914
Oscar Monrad, of Tucson, Arizona, a
longtime vice president of First National Bank
and Trust Co. of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
died July 31 , 1976 in Tucson. He is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Marian H . Monrad; a son, Burr; a
daughter, Mrs. Marion Nance;
four
grandchildren and four greatgrandchildren.
Born May 25, 1893 in Buffalo, New York, Mr.
Monrad attended Trinity for one year, and
graduated from the Babson Institute of Business
Administration. He was a member of the l.K.A.
fraternity.
ERNST HAMILTON BRANDT, Jr., 1918
Ernst H . Brandt, Jr., died September 21, 1976
in Charlotte, North Carolina . He is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lenore Christian Brandt.
Mr. Brandt was ·born May 20, 1897 in Mt.
Vernon, New York. While at Trinity he was a
member of the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
He also .attended Gelumbia IJniversity-ancHQhns
Hopkins University.
He was a registered professional engineer in
~ rth Carolina and Virginia. He was associated
w1th..Mechanical Contractors of North Carolina.
He was a member of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers and the First Church of
Christ Scientist. He was a 32nd Degree Mason,
York Rite, and a Shriner.
CARL EDWIN CARLSON, 1918
C. Edwin Carlson, former mayor of West
Hartford, died March 16 in Hartford. He was 80
years old.
Born in Hartford, he served on the West
Hartford Town Council eight years, the last
four, 1951 to 1955, as mayor.
Graduating from Hartford public schools, Mr.
Carlson attended Carnegie Institute of
Technology in Pittsburgh before transferring to
Trinity. While at Trinity he was captain of both
the track and cross country teams and served on
the Ivy Board. He was a member of the Alpha
Tau Kappa fraternity.
He worked for the M.S . Little Manufacturing
Co. of Hartford, retiring after 34 years of service
as purchasing agent and assistant treasurer.
A member of West Hartford's Fifth District
Republican Committee more than 20 years, he
was the Republican registrar of voters from 1957
to 1964.
Mr. Carlson was a past commander and 50year member of the Hayes-Velhage Post No . 96,
American Legion of West Hartford, an honorary
member of the Exchange Club of West Hartford ,
and a member of the Governors Foot Guard. He
attended Central Baptist Church in Hartford.
Mr. Carlson is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Henry W . Reid , Jr., and Mrs. Walter
Erickson, and three grandchildren.
JARVIS DIXON CASE, BA 1922, MS 1923
Jarvis D. Case, M.D., who was deputy
medical director of the employee health service
at the Social Security Administration, died
March 14 at his home in Randallstown,
Maryland, after a long illness.
He retired 12 years ago after working as a
United States Public Health Service doctor since
1957. Following retirement, he worked as a
civilian doctor at the Andrews Air Force-Base for
six years.
Born September 16, 1900 in Hartford, Dr.
Case attended Hartford Public High School. He
received his undergraduate degree from Trinity
in 1922 and also a Master of Science degree the

Recent Bequests and Memorial Gifts
Trinity acknowledges with a deep sense of loss the passing of aiumni and other friends of
the College. It seems appropriate to list the bequests and memorial gifts which have been
made to honor them.
Gifts totalling $1,837 for a fund in memory of George C. Capen '10.
A pledge of $3,000 additional for the scholarship fund in memory of William J. Nelson
'10, which will bring this fund to more than $40,000.
A gift of $1,000 for the scholarship fund in memory of B. Floyd Turner '10, bringing this
fund to more than $7,800.
An additional amount of $70,000 for library purposes from the estate of Jerome P.
Webster, M.D. '10, Hon. '37 and '68, Trustee of the College from 1939 to 1967, bringing
the total bequest to $213,445.
A bequest of $7,500 for general purposes from the estate of Elmer S. Tiger '16.
Gifts totalling $1,025 for the alumni fund in memory of Sydney D. Pinney '18, Hon. '49.
A gift of$500 for the alumni fund in memory of Jarvis D. Case, M.D. '22.
A pledge of $1,000 for the general purpose fund in memory of the Rt. Rev . Lauriston L.
Scaife '31, Hon. '48, which will bring this fund to more than $6,300.
A gift of $1,000 for the alumni fund in memory of Albert Civittolo '34.
A bequest of $30,919.62 for a scholarship fund from the estate of Katherine W.
Johnson.
An additional amount of $23.73 for general purposes from the estate of Arline Finney
Outland, bringing the total bequest to $5,671.63.
An additional amount of $12,000 for library purposes from the estate of Anita Wells,
bringing the total bequest to $52,000.
Gifts have also been received in memory of the following alumni and friends:
Arthur R. Van de Water '01
James A. Wales '01
Karl A. Reiche '08
Clinton J. Backus, Jr. '09
Charles H. Bassford '10
AlbertM. Smith '10
William W. Buck '11
J. William Harrison '11
Chapin Carpenter, M.D . '12
Raymond H. Bentley '13
Smart Brand '15
Stanwood A. Merrill '15
Louis M. Schatz '15
Stanton]. D . Fendell '17
Col. Chester B. McCoid '17
C. Edwin Carlson '18
Louis Noll, M.D. '18
Frederic L. Bradley '21
Glover Johnson '22, Hon. '60
F. Earle Kunkel, M .D. '22
Tenison W . L. Newsom _'22
HowardS . Ortgies '22
SamuelS. Fishzohn '25
Joseph J. Lutin '27

Carl H. Muller '27
Harry Tulin '28
Leon Toomajian '29
John F. Walker'29
George]. Rosenbaum, M.D. '30
Francis]. Ryan, M.D. '30
Edward L. Sivaslian '33
William F. Boles '38
Gregory T . McKee '38
William H. Pomeroy, M.D. '38
Thomas M . Wyckoff '60
Edward B. Waxler, M.D. '61
Peter J. Schaefer '64
Loring M. Bailey, Jr. '67
Donald C. Overbeck '67
Harold W. Gleason M.A. '24
Goodwin B. Beach, Hon. '31
J. Doyle DeWitt, Hon. '62
Prof. Clarence H. Barber
Prof. Alexander A. Mackimmie, Jr.
Florence S. and Muriel Harrison
Dr. Jacob Katz
Mrs. Agnes Smith

EDWARD BERNARD WAXLER, 1961
Edward Bernard Waxler, M.D., F.A.C.P.,
died at his home in Waycross, Georgia,
following an illness of several months. He was
37.
A native of Philadelphia, he was a graduate of
Central High School, and entered Trinity with
the Class of 1961. He was a graduate of New
York University Medical School.
Dr. Waxler served his internship and residen cv
at the Kings County Hospital in Brooklyn, New
York . He took a fellowship in cardiology ~ ~
Hahnemann Hospital in Philadelphia.
Dr. Waxler was a Fellow of the Americ,m
College of Cardiology and a Fellow of tlw
American College of . Physicians. He was "
member of the American Medical Associatil>r>
and the Medical Association of Georgia. Hew~ '
associated with the Medical College of Georg i, ,
and was a member of the Waycross Hebre>'Center.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbar.1
Cushman Waxler; a daughter, Carolinl"
Harkness Waxler, and a son, Andrew Reed
Waxler.
WALTER BRADLEY, MA 1965
Walter Bradley of Haines City, Florida .
formerly of Manchester, Connecticut, died July
6, 1976 in Gainesville, Florida . During the big
band era of the 1930s and 1940s, he was a
saxophonist with the Horace Heidt Orchestra
and other groups.
Mr. Bradley was born May 16, 1909, in
Manchester. He attended local schools and
graduated from the University of Florida·, and
received his Master of Arts from Trinity in 1965.
Until his retirement , he was a music instructor in
the Windsor Locks (Connecticut) school system.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Madelon
Sivyer Bradley.

ROSS ARMSTRONG McFARLAND, HON.
1965
Ross A. McFarland, an expert and author on
health and safety problems in transportation and
industry, died November 7, 1976 at his home in
Dublin, New Hampshire. He was 75.
Born in Denver, Colorado, he was educated at
the University of Michigan, at Harvard
University where he received his doctorate in
1928 and at Cambridge University in England .
Dr. McFarland was trained primarily in
experimental psychology and physiology but
used his knowledge in a wide variety of
disciplines to develop scientific principles which
,....L--------------~~~~==~========-=========oll~~ -apply-t.Q..€nvi~onmental stress.
From 1928 to 1937, he was associated with the
Department of Psychology at Columbia
KEELER SARGENT, 1936
following year. While at Trinity he was a
University and its College of Physicians and
member of the l.K.A. fraternity. He was a
Keeler Sargent died October 8, 1976 in
Surgeons.
graduate of Yale University Medical School and
Bayville, New York, after a long illness. He was
In 1937 he joined the fatigue laboratory at
held a Master's Degree in Public Health from
62 years old.
Harvard University and while there became an
Yale.
A graduate of Ridgefield High School in
international authority in the design of
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Florence
Ridgefield, Connecticut, he entered Trinity in
equipment to meet human capabilities.
Haynes Case; a daughter, Jane Dixon Case; and
1932. He was a member of Sigma Nu fraternity
In 1947 Dr. McFarland joined the faculty of
a brother, Carroll Burton Case '22.
and was active in the Debating Club
the Harvard School of Public Health. Fifteen
(Athenaeum), the Political Science Club, the
ARNOLD FREDERICK WALLEN, 1923
years later, he was named the first Daniel and
Flying Club and the Glee Club.
Arnold F. Wallen died September 30, 1976, in
Florence Guggenheim professor of aerospace
Mr. Sargent had been associated with
Sarasota, Florida. He was 75 years old.
health and safety. He retired in 1972.
Grumman Aerospace Corp., as a contracts
He had been a lecturer on aerospace programs
A native of New Britain, Connecticut, he
administrator.
graduated from New Britain Public High School
at M.l.T., a consultant to .the office of the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Maybelle
and entered Trinity in 1919. He was a member of
Surgeon General of the Department of the Army,
MacDonald Sargent; a son, Richard; two
the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity .
director of the commission on military accidents
daughters, Miss Marilyn Sargent and Mrs. Carol
For 27 years he was an insurance broker
for the Armed Forces Epidemiology Board, and
Bradford; and one grandchild.
served on many other boards and commissions
associated with John C. Paige & Co. in Boston,
dealing with transportation and safety .
Massachusetts.
ALANSON DOUGLAS MILLER, 1939
Among his writings were two books, "Human
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marjorie
Alanson D. Miller, age 62, died February 5 in
Factors in Air Transport Design" and "Human
Baldwin Wallen; two sons. Stewart and Robert;
Hammond, Indiana. He leaves his wife, Mrs.
Factors in Air Transportation-Occupational
seven grandchildren and
two greatFrances Adelaide Miller; two daughters, Mrs.
grandchildren.
Health and Safety."
Charlcie Walkoff and Mrs. Betsy Tobias; and six
Dr. McFarland received honorary degrees
grandsons.
MORRIS GREENBAUM, 1925
from Park College, Rutgers University, the
A graduate of The Cambridge School in
Morris Greenbaum, formerly of Hartford,
University of Denver and, in 1965, an honorary
Kendal Green, Massachusetts, Mr. Miller
died in Hollywood, Florida on November 7,
Doctor of Science degree from Trinity where he
entered Trinity with the Class of 1939. For many
1976.
was a participant in a convocation
years, he was employed as a supervisor at
Born in Philadelphia, he lived in the Hartford
"Reflections on the Future- The Life Sciences."
Combustion Engineering in East Chicago,
area most of his life, entering Trinity with the
He was also the recipient of many honors from
Indiana.
Class of 1925.
governmental agencies.
Mr. Greenbaum owned and operated the
JOHN BEEKMAN ARMSTRONG, 1949
Dr. McFarland is survived by his wife, the
Beacon Drug Co. on Capitol Avenue in Hartford
John B. Armstrong died November 11, 1976 in
former Emily Frelinghuysen, and two
for many years before moving to Florida.
Rhinebeck, New York.
stepchildren, H. Edward Silkey and Laura
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alice R.
He was born in Poughkeepsie, New York, on
Barclay.
Greenbaum , and three sisters.
July 13, 1924, and attended the Holderness
School in New Hampshire before entering
ALEXANDER KRONFELD, 1927
NANCYPAYNTERGROSJEAN, 1978
Trinity. While at Trinity he was a member of the
Alexander Kronfeld, president of the Mirror
Nancy P. Grosjean, 24, of Bedford, New York
Glee Club, the Senate, and was a cheerleader. He
Patented Stove Pipe Co. of Hartford, died March
and Farmington, Connecticut, died March 23 at
was a member of the Delta Kappa Epsilon
14 in Hartford Hospital.
her home after a long illness.
fraternity.
Born in Brooklyn, New York, on October 23,
She was a graduate of the Rippowam School
Mr. Armstrong was employed as a teller at the
1904, Mr. Kronfeld graduated from Hartford
and Miss Porter's School, Farmington,
Rhinebeck Savings Bank and was in charge of
Public High School and attended Trinity as a
Connecticut, and had attended Trinity as a
student loans there. He was a member of the
member of the Class of 1927. While at Trinity, he
member of the Class of 1978. She had several
Rhinebeck Lodge No. 432 F. & A.M. and
was a member of the College Orchestra and the
Montgomery Post, No. 429, American Legion .
exhibits of jewelry, sculpture and poetry while at
baseball and football squads.
the College and she was also active in choral
Active in his community, Mr. Armstrong was
A member of Temple Beth Israel, West
work. She was a president of the Trinity Folk
vice president of the Little League, was involved
Hartford, Mr . Kronfeld was a violinist and a
in the annual fishing contest on Crystal Lake,
Society.
charter member of the Hartford Symphony
and was a member of the Rotary Club.
Society. He was a life member of the Musicians
Miss Grosjean is survived by her mother Mrs.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Hull
Walter Evers; her father, Robert L. Grosjean;
Union of Hartford, and a member of Level Lodge
and three sisters, Mrs. Rodman K. Tilt, Jr.,
Armstrong; three sons, Charles, David W. and
No. 137, AF&AM.
Diane Davies Grosjean, and Maria Emlen
John L.; a brother, Lorenzo M .. Armstrong '38;
Mr. Kronfeld is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Grosjean.
and one grandson.
Mae Blumenthal Kronfeld; and a son, James.
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TRINITY SPORTS ROUNDUP
BASEBALL
The Bantam baseball team produced a
mediocre 9-11 record in 1977. The season
was characterized by a steady series of
disappointments, especially in light of the
high hopes the team had of equalling or
bettering the fine 14-8 mark of the previous
year.
The Trinity nine started its season
strongly in the Florida Bible College
Tournament at the end o( its two week
southern trip . Trin ran its slate to 3-0 with
victories over Ursinus, 9-5, Florida Bible,
11-2, and Flagler College, 8-1, to make the
tournament finals . The Bants lost a
heartbreaker to season-long nemesis
Wesleyan University by a 1~0 score.
For its first northern contest Coach
Robie Shults' squad visited Amherst and
lost a 4-3 game which took 10 innings to be
decided . Trinity led in both the seventh and
ninth innings but failed to hold the lead, a
failure which plagued the Bantams
throughout the season .
Trinity split a doubleheader with Colby,
losing the opener 2-1, but taking the
nightcap by a 7-5 margin. Williams
downed the Bants 13-7 in a wide open
offensive game to even the Blue and Gold
slate at 4-4 .
The Bantams dropped a 10 inning
decision to Coast Guard, 7-6, once again
watching a late inning lead disappear. Trin
bounced back to sweep a twinbill from the
· Coasties two days later by scores of 6-1 and
11-10.
A 5-3 losss to Wesleyan started a sixgame losing streak for Trinity . Tufts beat
the Bants 8-3 and Wesleyan swept a
doubleheader, 10-9 and 22-7, for its fourth
victory over the Trinity baseball team .
Springfield avenged upset losses to Trinity
the past two years by trouncing the
Bantams 12-1.
Trinity closed the season dropping a
close game, 3-1, to a fine Bates team and
rebounding to beat Bowdoin, 8-0 and 5-2,
on the final weekend of the semester.
The brightest spot for the Trinity team
was the offensive play of sophomore John
Rowland. Playing the role of designated
hitter for most of the season, Rowland led
the team in batting average (.375), hits
(27), triples (2), doubles (4), runs batted in
(18), and was second in stolen bases with
eight. He hit for the cycle in . the 11-10
victory over Coast Guard with a single,
double, triple, and home run. For his
efforts, he was awarded The Webster MVP
Trophy.
First baseman Dave Weselcouch '77 hit
.326, while Mike Brennan '78 batted .293
and led the team in home runs with three.
Jim Leone '78 was named the most
improved player with a .290 average, and
senior captain Bob O'Leary added 20 hits
for a .281 average. Outfielder Rob Claflin
'78 led the team with 13 stolen bases and
was elected captain for 1978.
The pitching situation was full of
surprises . Senior ]im McGrath was the
workhorse of the staff, compiling a 2.81
ERA in 60 innings; amazingly, McGrath
did not win a game. His record was 0-4, but
he did find success by picking up a save in
the final game of the year.
Freshman Bill Lynch led the team with a
4-4 slate to go along with a 2.91 ERA.
Senior John Niekrash closed his career with

1977 VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct.8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
~

Nov.5
Nov.12

BOWDOIN
1:30
BATES
1:30
WILLIAMS
1:30
(Reunion/ Homecoming)
1:30
MIDDLEBURY
COLBY
1:30
COAST GUARD 1:30
(Parents Weekend)
AMHERST
1:30
WESLEYAN
1:30

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home

a 2-0 record, while Halsey Frank '80 picked
up two victories against one loss .
The Bantam team batting average was
.276 and the team fielding percentage was
.926; Trinity outscored its opponents 116
to 106.

TENNIS
The varsity tennis team produced a
commendable 9-3 record and earned a
seventh place ranking in the annual New
England Championships.
Led by tri-captains Charlie Johnson '78,
Jim Rice '79 and Tim Jenkins '79, Coach
Roy Dath's squad started slowly, defeating
University of Hartford in a rain shortened
match and blanking Connecticut College
while dropping lopsided decisions to strong
teams from Tufts and Yale .
The Trinity racketmen made successive
victims of Amherst , University of
Connecticut, Springfield, M .l.T. , Williams, and University of Rhode Island
in a tune-up for the New Englands . A
seventh place finish sent the Bants into
their final two matches seeking a 10-2
record . It was not to be, however, as Army

The freshman boats had a good year.
The heavyweights won six of nine starts
while the lights were 6-5.
After losing to powerful Coast Guard in
the Emerson Cup Regatta, the Bantams
rebounded to beat U.Mass and U.R.l. in
winning the Mason-Downs Cup for the
fourth consecutive year.
Trinity looked at the season-ending Dad
Vail Regatta , the national small college
championships, as a means for redeeming
the frustrations of the spring. The frosh
lightweights were the stars of the weekend,
placing first out of six boats in that
classification . The varsity heavyweights
were fourth out of 24 while the junior
varsity heavies were third ahead of 12
other boats. The frosh heavyweight boat
finished fifth out of 16. The varsity and JV
lightweights fin ished fifteenth of 22 and
seventh of 11 respectively.
Trinity finished the Regatta tied with
Ithaca for second place in the standings for
the overall trophy which was won by
Coast Guard for the third straight year.
The frosh lights were invited to row in
the Eastern Sprint Championships,
attended predominantly by powerful
rowing schools. They put in a good

The Trinity crew solicited pledges for
each mile the boats rowed, thus doing its
part to support the financial backing efforts
of the Friends of Trinity Rowing .

GOLF
The Bantam golf team had the best
season of all Trinity athletic teams with a
12-4 record.
Co-captains Bill Dodge '78 and John
Flynn '79 led the team to victories over
University of Hartford, Colby ,
Connecticut College, Coast Guard,
Wesleyan, Bates, Springfield, Sienna,
American International, Amherst, Assumption, and M.l.T . Coach George
Sutherland's team suffered defeats to Tufts,
U.R.l. , W.P.I. , and Williams.
Dodge received The Wyckoff Golf
Award for being of most value to the team.

TRACK
In spite of a 2-7 season, four Trinity
College track records were equalled or
bettered.
Junior co-captain Brett Macinnes leaped
6'7" to break the ancient high jump record
of 6'6 3/ 8" set by Robert Jachens in 1950.
Jeff Mather '80 hurled the discus 152'11" to
surpass Bennett Tribken's 1964 mark by
four inches . Sophomllre John Sandman set
a college record of 15:35.6 in the three mile
run, while Richard Wang '78 tied the 120
yard high hurdle mark of Tom Bucheneau
'72 with a clocking of 15.3.
Macinnes, who led the team in scoring
while competing in five events, was
awarded The Morris Track Trophy.

MEN'S LACROSSE

TRINITY'S FIVE MAJOR ATHLETIC A WARDS were presented at a special
ceremony on May 6 in the Tansill Sports Room. The recipients were: (front row)
Caleb Koeppel '78, Larry Silver Award; Thomas Lines '77, George Sheldon McCook
Trophy; David Poulin '78, Bob Harron Scholar-Athlete Award; (back row) Donald
Viering '42, Bantam Award; President Lockwood; Athletic Director Karl Kurth;
Francis Shea '77, ECAC Scholar-Athlete Award.
proved too strong for the Trinity team
which closed out its season at 9-3 with a
win over rival Wesleyan.
Charlie Johnson was awarded The Craig
Most Improved Tennis Player Award and
was reelected captain for 1978.

CREW
The Trinity crew saw more rough water
in 1977 than it has in the past few seasons .
The varsity heavyweights, defending
champions of the Henley Regatta's Ladies
Challenge Plate, suffered a major blow
when two members of last year's boat
decided not to row·. Nonetheless, Coach
Norm Graf rounded his boat into shape
and defeated eight of 13 challengers. The
junior varsity heavies were comparably
successful with a 7-3 record .
The lightweight program suffered
through a disappointing year. The varsity
lost the services of co-captain Steve Stueck
'77 early in the season and went on to a 310 year . The JV's won only one of 10 races .

showing for themselves and for Trinity,
finishing eighth ahead of Navy, Penn, and
Columbia.
Charlie Poole '77, twice co-captain of the
heavyweight crew, won The Torch Award
for his efforts in perpetuating Trinity crew.
Junior Peter Van Loon was awarded The
Hartford Barge Club Rowing Trophy for
sportsmanship and improvement. The
David 0 . Wicks Rowing Prize for
outstanding freshman achievement was
shared by Charles Moore and Edward
Kloman.
The crew devised its own variation on
the marathon race to raise funds, a 40 mile
trek down the Connecticut River from
Hartford to Essex . Four boats participated
in the event, three of these were
undergraduate boats, but the fourth was an
interesting conglomeration of - oarsmen.
Frosh Coach Andy Anderson '75 was
coxswain while Norm Graf was the stroke .
Lightweight Coach Curtis Jordan '74 was
joined in the boat by six other alumni, most
notably Dave Brown and Rick Ricci, both
Class of '73.

The high hopes of the 1977 varsity
lacrosse team were pitted against the
toughest schedule in many years, and the
Bantam stie.kmen-were disappointed with a
4-6 season .
A young team with seven freshmen and
only four seniors, Coach Chet McPh~s/
charges suffered through the dismal
weather of New England in spring. They
were quite unprepared for their opening
game loss to Bowdoin, 18-6.
An exciting 7-5 victory over Amherst
was sandwiched between losses to New
Haven and Tufts , 12-8 and 8-5
respectively . Trinity came back to defeat
Fairfield, Holy Cross and M .l.T. in one
week to run its record to 4-3 .
The Bantams lost their final three games
to end the season. Victors over the Bants
were Wesleyan, 14-8, U.Conn, 15-9, and
Springfield, 12-8.
Steve Feid '78 was a pleasant surprise in
his first year at attack after two years at
midfield. He led the team in scoring with 21
goals and 14 assists for 35 points.
Sophomore Greg Carey was the leading
goal scorer for the second straight year
with 27 scores . Senior goalie Frank Judson
was recipient of The Boyer MVP Award
while Jeff Voigt '78 was named Most
Improved .
Feid and defenseman John Brigham '78
were elected co-captains for 1978.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
The women's lacrosse team finished its
second season as a varsity sport with a
record of 5-3-1.
The Trin women looked strong as they
opened their season with victories over
Connecticut College and Wesleyan, 9-4
and 16-3. They were humbled by Yale, 104, Tufts 9-7, and Brown, 13-1, before
dropping Mt. Holyoke, 8-7, to even the
record at 3-3 .
That record stayed even as the next game
against Smith ended in a 9-9 draw. Coach
Robin Sheppard's team then came on
strong to defeat tough rival Williams, 6-5,
and Amherst, 18-3, in the final two games.

